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'I'm 
glad it's 
over. I'm 
very 
satisfied
 with 
Denver.
 
'---SJSU's
 Gerald Willhite
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SJSU 
grid  star 
goes in 
first
 
round  
to Denver in 
draft
 
Willhite is
 
SJSU 's 5th first 
rounder
 
By Mark J. 
Tennis  
When SJSU 
tailback Gerald 
Willhite graduated from Cordova 
High School in Rancho Cordova, he 
stood a mere 5400t-6  and weighed 
just 135 pounds. 
Some five years later, Willhite, 
now 5-foot -11 
and 195 pounds, has 
become the first -round -draft choice 
of the Denver Broncos. 
The Broncos, drafting 21st in the 
first 
round after swapping their 19th 
position to the Buffalo Bills, made 
Willhite the fifth first round draft 
choice from SJSU. 
Louis  Wright, a defensive back 
who  was picked by the Broncos in 
1975, Kim Bokamper, a defensive 
lineman picked by Miami in 1977, 
Wilson Faumina, a defensive 
lineman picked 
by Atlanta in 1977 
and Mark Nichols, a wide receiver 
picked by 
Detroit last year are 
previous Spartan first -round picks. 
One other Spartan, wide 
receiver Stacy Bailey, was also 
drafted during the 
first  three rounds 
of the draft.
 Bailey was chosen by 
the Atlanta 
Falcons  in  the third 
round.  
Six rounds of the draft were 
conducted yesterday with six more 
to
 be held today. 
Linebacker Bob Overly, tight 
end Tracy Franz, tackle Max 
Hooper and defensive backs Jerome 
Bearden and Ken Daniel are other
 
Spartan gridders hopeful of 
being  
selected. 
"I'm 
very 
satisfied
 
with  
Den-
ver,"  
said
 
Willhite,
 who 
left at 
12:20 
p.m. 
yesterday
 on a 
United 
Airlines
 
flight 
from San
 Jose 
to Denver
 to 
meet  
with  
members
 of the
 
Broncos'  
media.  
"I know
 I'll 
fit in,
 but 
I 
haven't
 
studied
 
their  
offense
 
yet.  
"I've  
been  
waiting  
five 
or six 
months 
for 
this  
day,"  
Willhite  
ad-
ded.
 "It's
 one 
of the 
biggest
 
thrills
 
I've
 had
 along
 
with  
getting  
my 
jersey  
retired  
last
 fall." 
"I'm 
just 
happy
 
Gerald
 
got  
drafted
 
high,"  
said 
SJSU 
football
 
coach  
Jack 
Elway,  
minutes
 
after  
Willhite's
 
selection.  
"He's a 
great 
I -
tailback
 type."
 
Elway
 then 
compared
 
Willhite  
to Tony 
Dorsett,
 the All
-Pro  
running
 
back 
of the 
Dallas 
Cowboys.
 
"They (Denver)see 
Gerald
 
as 
having the same
 versatility as 
Dorsett," Elway said. "He can run 
inside and outside. He's also got 
endurance. I can't think of anything 
negative to say except that he's 
leaving
 here." 
Willhite said he wouldn't talk 
about signing a contract 
during his 
brief visit to Denver. He added that 
he would decide on 
an agent in about 
one week. 
Willhite also said he wasn't 
disappointed that he was 
only
 the 
seventh running 
back taken in the 
draft. 
continued on page 10 
A.S.
 
executive,  
RAFI
 groups
 
discuss  cuts 
By Lenny Bonsai! 
Students overwhelmingly 
approved  the Revised 
Automatic 
Funding Initiative, a measure that provides 
certain campus groups a percentage of A.S. money every 
year, in last months's A.S. 
general
 elections. 
During
 the SJSU budget preparation process, the AS. 
board of directors followed 
RAFI guidelines, recom-
mending groups such as the Music Department and the 
Art Gallery for their full RAFI allotment. 
Two groups, 
however,  had their specified RAFI funds 
reduced by the directors. The Spartan Daily and the 
Radio/T.V. News Center, slotted to receive $24,000 
respectively, as provided in the measure, were cut to an 
$18,000  and $10,000 recommendation by the board for 1982-
0 
 al 
The reductions prompted questions concerning the 
degree to which RAFT is allowed to dictate the
 budget 
distribution 
process.  
Andy Arias, A.S. vice president, said the measures 
authority is limited. 
"We don't have to follow the 
(initiatives)
 guidelines," 
Arian said. "The RAFI is all advisory. Short of a con-
stitutional  amendment, there is not 
way
 to tell AS. how to 
allocate
 its money." 
Some contend the RAFT does just that. 
Originally passed
 last year as the Automatic Funding 
Initiative and revised 
this  year the measure takes 1.9 
percent of AS. funds and distributes
 the money to specific 
groups
 around campus. The amounts 
designated for each 
AFI group 
were  approved by the voting 
SJSU  students. 
Dennis Brown,
 chairman of the 
Department  of 
Journalism and 
Communications,  said the 
board's
 
decision ignored the students
 wishes. 
"I think they should have followed the
 student's will," 
Brown said. "The 
AS.  judiciary found that it (AFT) was 
constitutional, and I would 
assume anyone voting for 
RAFI  was voting to give the 
groups
 the money as stated 
by the 
formula."  
Arias, 
however,  maintained the cuts were 
part of the 
board's responsibility
 to the students. 
"If there's a 
justification
 for cutting 
something,
 then 
it can 
be done," Arias said.
 "It's our responsibility
 to 
maintain  the integrity 
of how A.S. money 
is spent. If we 
see a way 
where  student money 
can be better spent,
 we go 
State  
commission  
recommends
 hike 
for 
college 
fees 
Increase 'least
 damaging' 
By Scott 
Shifrel 
A state
 commission
 recom-
mended fee increases
 for Califor-
nia's system 
of higher education 
as 
the 
"least damaging"
 of possible 
solutions 
to
 the state's fiscal 
problems. 
The 
California  Post 
Secondary
 
Education
 Commission,
 an advisory 
body 
to the state 
legislature, 
recommended 
Monday fees 
of 
between  $300 and 
$600 a year for 
California  State 
University  students. 
She added that the 
commission's 
emphasis 
was not that the 
state  
should  increase fees. 
"We  have not 
recommended  
that 
the  CSU should 
consider  
tuition," she 
said.  
But Dickinson 
said a "formula" 
needs 
to
 be worked out for 
future
 fee 
increases.  
This
 semester's $46
 surcharge 
was tacked on to 
the student fees 
when
 the state cut the 
CSU system 
budget by 
$22  million. 
The 
California  
Post 
Secondary
 
Education 
Commission
 recommended
 
fees up to $600 for
 CSU students 
Students 
now  pay 
about
 $300 a 
year 
plus  a $46 
surcharge.  
At
 SJSU 
that  adds 
up
 to about 
$196 a 
semester. 
Gov. 
Edmund  Brown 
Jr.'s  
proposed 
1982-83 budget 
recom-
11P 
mends fees of 
between  $379 to 
$413. 
That 
would place
 the cost
 
somewhere 
between 
$189.50  and 
$206
 
a 
semester  for 
SJSU 
students.  
The 
commission's
 
proposal  
comes 
in response
 to fee 
increases
 
last 
year  in 
the 
University
 of 
California  
and 
CSU  
systems
 
that  
were 
"sudden,
 arbitrary
 and
 ad -
hoc,"  
said  
Mar)
 
Dickinson,  
an 
associate
 
director
 
of
 the 
com-
mission. 
Fees 
should
 be 
set  by 
some 
"rational
 
mechanism,"  
Dickinson
 
said.  
Although  
the 
recommendation
 
could  raise 
fees to 
$300
 a 
semester
 at 
SJSU,  the 
commission
 stressed 
that 
any 
increase  
should  
be 
balanced
 
with 
state
 financial
 aid
 
increases.
 
"If fees
 went 
up to 
$600  
then
 the 
state 
would have 
to 
put  in 
$16 
million," Dickinson said. 
The 
state's
 fiscal 
crisis
 has 
continued, 
however, 
with the 
recession  
promoting  
economic  
forecasters  in 
the department
 of 
finance to predict
 deficits of up 
to $4 
billion 
next year. 
The commission recommended 
that the student
 fee be "related" to 
what the state's 
support is, 
Dickinson said. 
The 
formula recommended 
would require 
CSU students to pay
 
between 10 and 
20 percent of the 
state's support. 
State financial support in 
all 
three systems,
 UC, CSU, and 
Community
 Colleges, averages
 out 
to about $3,000 a 
student,  Dickinson 
said. 
"Our 
recommendations  are 
the
 
least damaging
 of a sad 
assortment  
of
 options," 
she said. 
The other options, Dickinson 
added,  include 
closing  campuses,
 
reducing state 
support
 of off -campus 
programs,
 
not increasing faculty in 
the face of 
increasing enrollment, 
and 
admitting
 students to over-
crowded 
programs. 
for it." 
Arias added
 that the cuts 
were justified.
 
"There  
was some 
question
 this year 
whether the 
Spartan
 Daily needs 
all that ( RAF1 )
 money," he 
said.  The 
Daily's
 use of the 
Associated  Press 
wire service 
is
 .ot 
needed,
 according to 
Arias. The fact 
that the Daily 
does 
not utilize
 Workstudy 
funds  to pay for 
student assistance
 
is 
another  reason for 
the
 reduction. 
"For 
$40,
 (The Daily)
 could buy 
$100 worth 
of
 
workstudy 
money,"
 Arias said. 
Brown rejected Arias' claims. 
"I think every 
university
 paper should have access to 
a wire service," he said. "It is a training service. 
"As for Workstudy, if 
we
 could find qualified people to 
work 
and  still qualify for the Workstudy program, then we 
would," he continued. "But to get that federal aid, you 
must meet the criteria. We lust don't have 
the luxury of 
training 
people  all the time." 
Brown then questioned Aria's authority concerning 
RAFI. 
"I don't think Andy should be making these decisions 
for the department,"he said. "He does'nt know enough to 
say
 we 
should
 use 
Workstudy,
 or that 
we
 don't 
need  a 
wire
 
service."  
Despite  
their  
differences,
 both 
Arias and 
Brown 
agree  
that
 the final
 decision 
rests with
 SJSU 
President  
Gail  
Fullerton.
 
"The
 RAFI is 
advisory 
to
 her," 
Arias  said.  
"What
 it 
finally
 boils 
down to 
is what 
Fullerton
 
wants," 
said 
Brown.
 
Fullerton
 so far 
is
 saying 
nothing  
about
 the 
budget.At
 
a 
press 
conference
 last 
week, she 
said that 
she  had not 
yet 
seen 
the budget 
prepared 
by
 the board 
of directors.
 
"I 
don't  have a 
basis to 
make  a 
decision,"  
Fullerton  
said.  "Last 
year, I 
was  
concerned
 when 
they cut 
AF1 
groups."
 
It is still unknown
 when Fullerton will 
make that final 
decision 
The  board of directors must still complete work 
on the budget stipulations before the completed package 
can be given to Fullerton. 
Fullerton will then make the final decision, either 
accepting the budget as -is or returning it to the directors 
for last minute 
revisions. 
They came
 
for the
 ice 
cream,  
but  
not 
to pick 
up 
garbage 
By Lee Sherman 
Seventy 
people  turned out 
for 
"Campus 
Improvement  Day" 
Monday  as the Greeks 
met the 
garbage. 
Members  of campus fraternities 
and sororities 
participated  in an 
AS. -sponsored campus wide gar-
bage clean-up and
 were rewarded 
with ice cream. 
AS. 
director  Dede Cameron, 
who organized the 
event,  wasn't 
very happy 
with the turnout. 
"It's 
quite  a few 
less 
than
 I 
expected,"  she 
said.  
Spartan
 Shops
 had 
issued 
260  
free 
ice  cream 
coupons,  
based
 on 
estimates
 of 200 
people, 
that
 par-
ticipated 
in the first
 clean-up 
held 
last 
March.  
According to Cameron, there 
were about 48 people from frater-
nities and sororities cleaning the 
campus. 
"Just a handful have signed up 
or showed up on their 
own,"  she 
said. ' 
Sandie Smith, a member of Chi 
Omega and a journalism junior, 
shared Cameron's dissapointment. 
"I think that more people should 
get involved," she said. "All the 
Greek houses showed
 up but I'm 
dissappointed that more people from 
the school didn't show up." 
Sharon Sandrock,
 a Ganima Phi 
Beta senior majoring in industrial 
management, 
agreed.  
"The sororities were doing it all 
together and it's fun," she said. 
She explained 
that she par-
ticipated  in order "to 
promote  Greek 
life on 
campus  and 
show
 that we're 
not just partiers. 
Most of 
the participants
 felt it 
was 
beneficial  to the 
campus  as a 
whole.  
"This
 campus 
is in need 
of
 more 
student  
participation,"
 said 
Theta  
Chi pledge Paul McVay. 
A fellow Theta
 Chi, Scott 
Milliken
 had his own 
reasons for 
Richard 
Kincaid and Steve Betando
 of Sigma 
Chi exchange bags 
of garbage for ice cream 
coupons. SJSU fraternities and 
sororities
 
helping
 out. 
"I think
 SJSU is  a beautiful
 
campus and I'm tired 
of it being bad 
mouthed," he 
said. 
Some 
students  were out
 there 
for the 
social aspects. 
"I met a lot of 
girls,"
 said 
engineering  senior
 John 
Beswetherick,
 a 
member
 of Sigma 
Chi, 
"the only 
problem  is you 
look 
like a derelict." 
Others
 had 
more  
humanitarian  
concerns.
 
"1
 feel that 
it's
 my civic 
duty as 
a 
member  
of
 the 
Greek  system,"
 
said
 "Colonel"
 Richard
 Kincaid 
of 
Sigma  Chi. 
"I'm  tired 
of the low
-life  
spreading
 the 
Spartan  
Daily all
 over 
the 
ground
 out 
there." 
Jeff  
Willner,  
a 
music  
b y Mat',
 
Oafrt
 
participated
 in a campus- wide clean-up
 project 
on 
Monday.
 
sophomore,  who works at the ice 
creamery had to cope with the 
rush  
for ice cream after the clean-up. 
"It's great for business," he 
said. 
The Greeks 
were divided into 
groups  containing
 a 
minimum
 of 
three  
people.
 
Pi 
Kappan Alpha and Chi 
Omega cleaned the area around the 
Student Union. Sigma Chi had the 
area around the Business tower and 
the 10th Street 
garage.
 Gamma Phi 
Beta and Kappa Sigma picked up 
trash  at Sweeney Hall and the 7th 
Street garage. Delta Sigma Phi 
collected garbage at Duncan Hall 
and San
 Carlos Street. Phi Delta 
Theta filled
 their bags at the Old 
Library and 
Natural Science area. 
Delta Gamma
 tackled the area
 
around the 
Women's
 Gym and 
Bentel Hall, while Kappa Delta had 
the Men's
 Gym and the Chapel. 
According to 
Cameron,  the 
group  with the most people 
par-
ticipating was Kappa Sigma with 14. 
Sigma Chi was a 
close second with 11 
people. 
Cameron sees the clean-up as 
only a beginning in making the 
campus more beautiful. She'd like to 
see 
more
 plants. 
"I 
think  there are other 
ways
 of 
cleaning the campus besides 
picking  
up 
trash."  
Cameron  
said.  
w,(Illest1,1,
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Editorial
 
EOP 
in the 
cold
 
Pub 
rating 
game
 
proves
 
uncomfortable
 
With lightning 
speed  and nary a word to those involved, SJSU 
President Gail Fullerton has devised a scheme that will pull
 the plug on 
the Educational Opportunity Program and leave 1,400
 students who now 
benefit from those services out in the cold. 
EOP provides tutoring, counseling, financial and admissions 
assistance to disadvantaged
 minority and low-income students. It 
recruits new students to the university as well. Under Fullerton's plan, 
academic advising, recruitment and tutoring would be contracted out to 
other university offices. 
Fullerton said she is merely reorganizing EOP.
 But by splitting 
services now offered by EOP and shuffling students off to other univer-
sity offices for these services, she is dismantling the program and, in 
effect, putting an end to EOP as we 
now know it. 
Neither Gabriel Reyes, director of EOP or any of the full-time
 
staffers employed by the office was consulted by either 
Fullerton
 or Dean 
of Student Programs and Services Robert
 Martin prior to the decision to 
dismantle  the program. And although Reyes has repeatedly approached 
Martin for assistance with personnel problems plaguing the troubled 
program, the drastic measures being taken to  shut 
down EOP represent 
the first attempt either Fullerton or Martin has 
offered to aid the 
program. When a 
stunned Reyes publicly voiced his opposition to the 
plan, he was
 harshly reprimanded by Martin. 
Fullerton and Martin claim 
they based their action on a California 
State 
University
 Board of Trustees report critical of the program. But the 
report, although critical of EOP's 
effectiveness
 in recruitment, financial 
aid disbursement and 
the monitoring of students' progress enrolled in the 
program, did not express 
dissatisfaction with the areas targeted for 
restructuring and did not 
recommend  that the program be dismantled. 
Dismantling EOP should have been the 
last  measure considered 
when all other attempts at working with the 
troubled  program and those 
employed by it had failed. Fullerton and Martin have denied EOP the 
chance
 to prove itself an effective tool for students who desperately need 
the kind of assistance the program can offer. 
Con 
The 
empty 
tables 
quietly  
await  
the  arrival 
of the 
crowds.
 Cleaned
 of 
the
 spilled 
beer and
 peanut
 shells 
from the
 day 
before,
 the 
salt  and 
pepper 
shakers  
stand
 alone.
 As the 
clock's 
hands strike
 11 a.m.,
 the 
doors  are 
opened  and 
the people 
flock  in. 
For
 
rm. strange 
reason,  the 
By 
Marianne 
Croker 
Staff Writer 
tables that line the windows seem 
reserved for "fun 
loving" guys. 
They drink their pitchers and use 
the 
windows. And I do mean 
use! i 
How ca.. 
simply
 walking by the 
pub
 be embarrassing?
 It's so easy to 
put 
one foot in front 
of the other. 
Ah, but 
this
 semester there have 
been
 some strange 
goings on. 
Speaking from 
observation
 as 
well
 as my own experience, 
walking  
by those pub windows
 can 
sometimes be traumatic,
 and is 
Bare
 breast
 should bar
 
badge  
A Springfield, Ohio 
patrolwoman, who 
recently posed 
both nude 
and  in uniform for an 8 -
page 
Playboy
 essay, was 
suspended
 
indefinitely from the police
 force 
Friday without pay.
 
City 
manager
 Thomas M. Bay 
has  yet to decide whether or not to 
 ..2.,1%.,
 :4 
By 
Holly 
Taglier  
Staff 
Writer  
Ire the 25 -year -old Barbara 
Schantz, a 
3-year veteran
 of the 
department.
 
Schantz  should 
forfeit  her 
position 
on the force as 
a result of 
direct 
insubordination.  In 
previous 
years, female
 members 
of the 
various 
arnied
 forced lost their 
jobs 
under similar 
circumstances.  
Schantz 
should
 be no exception.
 
Schantz 
initiated  the idea of a 
pictorial
 essay on a 
policewoman 
when she
 first contacted
 Playboy 
several 
months  ago, 
sending
 along 
photos of herself. 
Playboy,
 in obvious 
anticipation  
that the essay 
entitled "Beauty 
and 
the 
Badge"  would 
cause friction
 
between 
Schantz and 
department 
officials, 
coyly  covered 
themselves  
with some
 quick quotes 
from 
SchantL,... 
Playboy wrote: 
She (Schantz) is 
reminded 
that being in 
Playboy
 could 
cost her her job.
 "Yeah, it 
could. When 
I told my chief 
about it he read 
me
 the riot 
act . . 
. The chance is there 
that I 
might  be fired, even 
though being in Playboy 
doesn't have anything to do 
with being a 
good  police of-
ficer." 
But it 
does,  Barbara. This is not 
TELL. US 
THE 
NEWS
 ' 
a First Amendment issue 
in defense 
of 
an implied guarantee of freedom 
of 
expression.
 
It is, instead,
 a simple act of 
insubordination. 
By posing
 for 
Playboy
 both 
in 
the  nude 
and while 
in uniform,
 
Schantz  
performed  a 
disservice
 to 
the department
 and 
herself.  
Schantz 
was suspended
 for 
violating  10 
separate 
city  civil 
service 
regulations
 governing
 a 
police  
officer's
 conduct
 while both
 
on and
 off of 
duty. The 
violations
 
included  
seeking
 personal
 publicity 
and soliciting gifts 
while in uniform. 
Schantz 
had agreed to accept 
and respect
 these stipulations when 
she joined the  force. 
Schantz 
used
 her uniform for 
purposes other than it was intended. 
Should an 
officer use the image 
and 
authority  their uniform projects 
for monetary gains such as graft, I 
would expect the punishment to be 
no less severe. 
The issue might be different 
had 
she not 
exploited her position with 
the police department both 
through
 
photos  and an interview 
rife  with 
philosophical
 inconsistencies.
 The 
patrolwoman  who 
"worries
 that the 
public sees policework
 as an 
exercise in 
muscle  and blood" 
certainly doesn't
 seem to object to 
that same public
 seeing policework 
as a sexual 
fantasy of 
"hearts,  
holsters and 
handcuffs."  
Appearing 
at the top of one page 
while 
on
 duty and in uniform, 
and  
below in the nude, the 
caption reads, 
"a policewoman's
 work is never 
done. But workingman's com-
pensation 
includes  relaxing on 
Sunday."  This proves to be - 
at the 
very 
least - a true exercise 
in
 poor 
taste for both Schantz 
and  Playboy. 
Aside from the poor professional 
judgement exercised by Schantz, she 
has also succeeded in making a 
mockery of the women's movement. 
Her position on the police force 
reflect., years of struggle for 
women's 
rights, yet exploiting her 
job in Playboy is diametrically 
THE FALKLAND 
ISLANDS! 
.11 
ANYTHING
 
ELSE?
 
LOT5
 AND 
LOTS 
OF 
REAL 
SCARY 
SPECULATION'
 
Pqr3Y° 
1 p 
never less than uncomfortable.
 
Guys sit at the 
tables  with their 
chairs 
angled toward
 the windows.
 
One 
catches  sight of 
a female and 
starts 
nudging  his 
buddy:
 
"Woman  at 10 
o'clock,
 headed 
this way," he says.
 
All eyes 
fix on the 
unsuspecting  
woman as 
she nears 
the  windows, 
and the 
guys 
make  their 
assessment.
 Right 
in
 front of 
them  
now, they 
pound on 
the  windows 
getting her 
attention,  and 
hold
 up a 
score of 7.5 
from their array
 of 
scorecards. 
Flushed 
and 
flustered
 she 
stands
 and stares 
for  a moment. 
Not  
knowing
 what to do,
 she collects 
what's 
left  of her pride 
and  runs for 
the safety 
of the student 
union.  
Yes, the pub 
seems  to have 
become
 the studio for
 the all new, 
soon to be released 
"Rating
 Game," 
otherwise known
 as "Can You Find 
A Detour -Around 
The Pub?" 
Taking a 
detour is the 
most 
effective 
way to avoid the
 em-
barrassment
 the guys wish to cause.
 
But it can also 
be inconvenient. 
I've seen 
some women walk 
right by the windows
 using some of 
the 
following
 techniques 
very  ef-
fectively:
 
One of the roost commonly  
used
 
is the 
"destination"  
technique.
 If 
walking  westward, just 
pretend like 
you've 
really
 got to hurry to 
get to 
that  Home 
Economics
 Building. 
You
 can look 
down  there 
at
 the 
double 
glass  doors like 
that guy with
 
the answers 
to
 the dietetics 
midterm  
is getting ready 
to leave and you 
have to catch him. 
Another  widely used
 ploy is to 
pretend
 the architectural structure
 
of 
the music building is of great
 
interest to you. This way you 
have  a 
reason to turn your head away 
from 
the pub while acting 
as
 if you're 
paranoid of 
walking  by the pub is to 
pretend you see 
someone you know.
 
I once 
saw  a woman 
smiling and 
waving  as she 
was walking 
toward  
the 
student
 union in front
 of the pub. 
She
 even mouthed 
some cordial 
saying that 
looked  like "Hi, 
I haven't 
seen you in 
so
 long, wait 
up!"  
As soon as she
 got past the pub 
she 
dropped
 her smile,
 dropped her 
hand and 
walked  on, 
glad  she 
sur-
vived the 
dreaded pub 
windows. 
I have
 one more 
solution  to 
propose. 
Instead
 of looking for 
ways 
out 
of the game, join 
in the fun. The 
next time
 you hear the 
sound of guys 
Women  
must
 dodge 
stares  of 
Pub
 
customers
 holding 
scorecards
 
noticing
 how the cement is so art-
fully swirled on the wall. 
A variation on 
this  same theme 
is to pretend that the
 opera being 
belted  out of that 
second
 story 
window  is so beautiful that it pulls 
your eyes toward it. 
The  more 
extravagant
 of those 
pounding 
on the 
windows,  
laughing 
and 
joking,
 give 
them their 
scorecards  
worth.
 Look right
 at 
them 
and  flash 'em a 
brilliant  smile. 
You might even 
want  to go into 
the pub 
yourselves.  
Make
 your own 
scorecards 
and switch the tables 
for  
awhile. 
'Beauty  and 
the Badge' 
Bare
 
facts
 no 
basis 
for  
firing  
opposed to the sexist attitudes the 
women's movement has strove to 
overcome. 
Schantz has allowed
 herself to 
be portrayed as a sex symbol, 
devoid of enough 
brain to become a 
police 
officer. 
Schantz concedes in the 
demeaning essay that she spends 
most of her time investigating dog 
bites and, having been -really down 
and out 
before,"
 knows that she will 
survive if she loses her job.
 
A civil servant with 
such  an 
apathetic attitude toward her 
position 
and her personal esteem in 
the 
community  should be deleted 
from the taxpayers' payroll  per-
manently. 
WHAT
 ABOUT
 
THE 
FALKLANDS?
 
BR iTAIN 
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Her mane of blond hair cascades 
provocatively down a bare shoulder,
 
down a bare back and towards other
 
bare parts of her anatomy. 
Her state of undress, coy "come 
hither look" and insipid quotes like 
"I need a very loving man" and pure 
run-of-the-mill Playboy. 
However, this 
month's 
Playboy's eight -page spread 
featuring the attractive blonde has 
become quite notable because the 
woman, Barbara Schantz, is a 
member of the Springfield, Ohio 
police force. 
Titled "Beauty and the 
Badge," the spread may cost 
Schantz her 
job of three years. It 
seems many of 
those  she works with 
found her openness 
distasteful,
 and 
have voiced
 their 
indignation.
 
Currently,
 she is 
suspended 
from the force
 indefinitely, 
without 
pay, 
until  a 
hearing
 determines
 
whether she 
violated  several 
civil 
service 
rules,
 including 
one rule 
which prohibits
 the "seeking 
I of I 
personal 
publicity."  
Regardless 
of
 what 
violations
 
they try to 
charge her 
with,  it seems 
quite apparent
 that Schantz is 
being  
suspended  
because  the 
148 
policemen on 
Springfield's  force of 
150 
do
 not like their 
macho,
 clean-cut 
and 
upright
-American 
image  tar-
nished. 
In addition, they 
plain just don't 
like women on 
the force, and cer-
tainly  not one so 
uppitty  as Schantz.
 
They want her O
-U -T. They want 
her
 punished and in 
disgrace
 for her 
transgressions,
 and they 
want
 to be 
sure 
no other Springfield
 
policewoman 
ever  tries a stunt like 
that again. 
One 
reason  for the outrage is 
that certain 
stereotypical
 images 
have
 been attached to 
certain  
professions. 
For instance, doctors are men, 
nurses are women, 
lawyers wear 
three-piece suits, lifeburads are 
blond and 
policemen are macho
 
good guys. 
Policemen are 
supposed  to help 
elderly people across the 
street, 
chase robbers and generally make 
the streets safe for America. 
They most certainly do not bust 
out all over the pages of Playboy, 
sending a blush
 through their home 
town,  from city hall to the city 
limits. 
At least that's what the 
Springfield police force believes. 
But the problem
 with regulating 
the private lives of 
people  is two-
fold. 
On the one hand it 
is a violation 
of Schantz's 
civil right to free 
epxression. She can express
 herself 
in 
any way she chooses in 
her free 
time, short 
of forcing her expression 
on
 people, as flashers.  
She has every right to 
spend her 
weekends posing 
for Playboy 
the 
mailbag  
Lyrical
 
Leary
 
article
 
praised  
Editor: 
Your  
feature
 
article  on 
April 20,
 
1982 on 
Dr. 
Timothy
 Leary 
was 
excellent! 
Although 
I wasn't 
old 
enough  to 
appreciate  
the social
 
changes  of 
the sixties, 
I am well 
aware
 of their 
impact on 
our lives 
today. 
This
 feature 
was 
informative
 
and 
enlightening
 
on
 how our
 lives 
were  
dictated
 and 
imprisoned  in 
the 
past.
 
I am 
pleased 
to
 know that 
such 
an 
intelligent
 person 
as he has 
such 
faith  in 
our 
generation.
 
I hope 
that our 
generation  
can 
overcome
 the 
insecurities
 and 
inhibitions  
about  
money
 and 
peace  
so that
 we can 
rise  above 
our 
present
 
consciousness.
 
"Time  is 
on
 our 
side"  
provided  
we
 are 
ready  to 
take 
responsibilities
 
seriously.
 These 
responsibilities
 can
 
only 
be 
acquired  by 
the means
 Dr. 
Leary
 
mentioned:  
i.e.  
"Intelligence,
 
Pro 
photographers if she wants to: It's 
her birthday suit, afterall. 
The other problem with 
regulating the private lives of those 
with public jobs, that some feel need 
to be filled with only 
those of pure 
and moral inclinations, is the 
question of who makes the rules and 
who draws the line. 
By Holly Fletcher 
Staff Writer 
If 
posing  nude is 
grounds  of 
losing a job, 
then
 what about officers 
living with lovers
 of the opposite sex, 
or 
even  lovers of the 
same  sex? 
Should police
 officers be allowed 
in porno theaters, 
or
 allowed to buy 
dirty
 books?
 
Is an officer
 caught having an 
affair no 
longer  a wanted member of 
a 
police  force? 
These are all ridiculous
 and 
unlawful
 impositions on people's 
private lives. As long 
as what is done 
in private does not somehow reduce 
effectiveness
 at work, anything 
goes. 
"I might be 
fired," said Schantz 
in the article, "even 
though  being in 
Playboy doesn't have anything 
to
 do 
with being a 
good police officer." 
Certainly her effectiveness as 
an officer would 
not be altered 
simply because of the nude 
photographs. She would still
 do her 
job as well as before. 
It is possible 
that some of the 
more close-minded citizens of 
Springfield may not want to 
associate with her, or may consider 
her immoral, but that's their 
problem. 
It can be assured that if they 
needed the protection or assitance of 
the police bad enough, Schantz 
would be just as welcome as 
any 
other officer. 
humor,
 networking
 and 
com-
munication."  
Thank you, 
Dr. T. L.! 
Joe McKean 
graduate  
McEnery/Fletcher
 
coverage  
damned
 
Editor:
 
Readers of the Spartan Daily 
are being 
left out of a major story 
with Dave Lewis' coverage of the 
San Jose mayor's 
race. 
In only two stories all semester,
 
Lewis has managed to 
make Claude 
Fletcher and 
Tom  McEnery sound 
almost identical in philosophy, a 
statement that couldn't
 be further 
from the truth. 
In Monday's 
article,  Lewis 
zeroed in on an issue
 that everyone 
agrees upon 
( board and care 
homes), a dead 
issue (10th-Ilth 
streets), and a 
statewide
 issue that 
local leaders have
 no say on 
I 
Periphal  Canal) 
These are not the issues. 
Downtown redevelopment, the 
budget, crime 
and what 
philosophical direction San Jose will 
take this decade are the issues. 
There is more to these 
two  men 
than cute 
one-liners and 
jabs 
at one 
another. The student body needs to 
discover this, and if Lewis can't 
handle it, let another reporter try. 
It would almost be better to run 
no stories at all, like 
is being done 
with the city council races, than to 
print Lewis' bastardizations
 of the 
candidates. 
Greg Robertson 
Journalism
 
senior 
The
 
Forum
 
page  
is 
your
 
page'
 
The 
Daily  
encourages
 
readers
 
comments
 
on 
any  
topic.
 
The  
viewpoints
 ex 
pressed
 in 
opinion
 
articles
 are
 
those 
of the
 
author.  
Editorials  
appearing  
on 
this 
page 
are 
the
 
opimon  
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 the 
Spartan 
Daily.
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May graduates
 
can
 
expect
 
ceremony
 
cost
 
increase;
 
chancellor
 
authorizes
 hike 
By Jon Swartz 
Because of 
inflation and 
budgetary 
cuts,  SJSU 
students
 participating
 in the
 May 29 
graduation 
ceremonies
 will 
pay $8.75 
more  than 
last year's 
 graduates. 
CSU 
Chancellor  
Glenn
 Dumke 
has authorized
 all 
campuses 
in the CSU 
system to 
split  
graduation
 fees 
for student 
participants  into 
two fees.  
According 
to John 
Brazil,  
executive
 
assistant
 to 
SJSU's 
president,  
an additional
 fee of 
$8.75  for 
com-
mencement
 will 
accompany  
a $10 
diploma  
ap-
plication) fee. 
Brazil described the commencement fee as a cover 
cost for "security, chair rental, the sound
 system and 
incidentals such as programs." 
The diploma 
a p p l i c a t i o n ) (
 
fee "covers the cost of 
..spartaguide
 
The American Red
 Cross is holding its 
spring blood drive 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. through
 
the rest of this week on the second floor of the 
Student 
Union.  For more information call 
Fred Koehrnstedt
 at 279-9860. 
   
Career Planning and 
Placement will 
present 
"Effective Interviewing 
for  People 
with Disabilities" 
from 12:30 to 2:30
 p.m. 
I 
AI 
tomorrow in the S.U. 
Montalvo Room. For 
more information call 
Cheryl  Atli-nen at 277-
2272. 
he 
of 
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P  
   
The 
A.S. Program Board
 will present "An 
Evening 
with Jane Goodall" at 
8 p.m. today in 
the Morris 
Dailey
 Auditorium. 
For more 
information call 
Martha  Brandt at 
277-2807.
 
   
The 
Student  Nutrition
 and Food 
Science 
Association 
will present 
Sarah Vinson 
speaking
 on Nutrition 
Education in 
the 
classroom 
at
 12:30 p.m. tomorrow
 in the 
Health 
Education  
Building,
 room 215. 
For 
more 
information
 call Lea 
Wallach  at 593-
2788. 
   
The 
Psychology 
Department,  Psi 
Chi, 
MBS Program 
and Sigma Chi 
will  present Dr. 
Philip Zimbardo,
 professor 
of
 psychology at 
Stanford  
University.
 He will 
speak on 
"Prisons
 of the Mind:
 Shyness Freedom
 and 
Evil" 
at 3:30 p.m. 
tomorrow  in DMH 
150.  For 
more 
information call 
Karen  at 277-2795. 
   
Human 
Resource 
Administration  will 
holds meeting 
at 5 p.m. tomorrow 
in BT 051. 
   
IIRAC
 will hold a 
meeting
 to elect new 
officers for 
Fall
 1982 at 5 p.m. tomorrow
 in BT 
051
 
Delta
 Sigma PI 
the Professional
 
Business 
fraternity, will 
host  a mayorial 
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the diploma, printing 
and leatherette 
case,"
 Brazil 
said. 
"The university 
does  not make any 
profit  - in fact 
we lose a little
 money every year 
- the fees  are levied 
only  to help recover 
costs,"  Brazil said ( in 
a newsletter 
that 
explained the fee costs). 
Winona 
DuBre, evaluation 
and graduation 
coor-
dinator, said 
students  who do 
not  participate in 
the  
May  graduation 
still are required
 to pay a $10 
ap-
plicaton fee. 
"Since there 
has been a graduation,
 there's always 
been a graduation
 fee," DuBre said. 
The two fees
 are payable at the
 Spartan Bookstore,
 
where cap and 
gown  rental fees ( 
separate)
 also should 
be paid. 
Payments  and the sale 
of caps and gowns 
will take 
place from 
May  17 to 28. 
by 
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General
 education
 
addition?
 
Ethnic studies requirement
 
may
 be 
forced  on 
students
 
By Gregory A. Johnson 
Ethnic studies may 
become a 
required  course 
for students
 in the 
California State 
University 
system. 
Assembly
 bill 
3207,  
introduced 
by Assem-
blywoman Teresa 
Hughes, 
D-Los Angeles, "would 
require 
that  ethnic studies 
be part of 
the general 
education
 requirement," 
said Carlene 
Young,  Afro-
American 
Studies 
Department  
chairwoman.
 
"There are 
five state 
candidate debate with 
Claude Fletcher and 
Tom McEnery 
at 7:30 p.m. today in the S.U. 
Umunhum Room. 
   
The Meteorology Department 
will  host a 
seminar titled "An Overview 
of Radio 
Frequency Propagation
 Effects" by Clifford 
Kern at 3:30 p.m.
 tomorrow in Duncan Hall 
615. 
Greek Week will hold its chariot races at 
2:30 p.m. tomorrow on 
the ROTC field. For 
more information call Jeff 
Carter  at 292-5504 
or 277-3171. 
   
KSJS FM 91 will
 present act three of 
"Prescience" - Volume Three of The 
Kalrnooz Trilogy at 8 p.m. today. 
   
The Psychology
 Department and Psi Chi 
are hosting Spartan Psychological 
Association meetings today and tomorrow in 
DMH 339. Programs
 are available in the 
Psychology Department office, DMH 157, or 
call Karen at 277-2795 for further information. 
   
Black Students of Engineering will hold a 
general meeting at 6 p.m. today in 
Engineering Building room 148. For more 
information call Thomas Arzu, 287-8999. 
   
Amnesty International will hold 
a 
meeting at 2:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Am-
phitheatre. For more information call Steve, 
379-6395.
 
   
The Student 
Health Service will hold a 
lecture on managing stress and anxiety from 
noon to 1 p.m. today in 
the S.U. Council 
Chambers.  For more information call Oscar 
Battle, 
277-3622. 
The Baptist Student 
Union  will hold  a 
Bible study 
with  guest speaker Rick Muchow 
at 11:30 a.m, today in the S.U. Montalvo 
Room. For more information call
 Mark, ( 415 ) 
657-7679. 
   
Greek Week is holding its yell fest at noon 
today at the 
fountain.  There will also be a 
Western party at 8 p.m. today at Kappa 
Sigma. For more information call Jeff Carter 
at 277-3171 or 292-5504. 
  ' 
The East Valley Youth Clinic will 
host 
Teens 'N' Theater from 10 to 11:30 a.m. 
and?
 
to 8:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Ballroom. For 
more information call Patricia Jarrett, 293-
4622 or 277-3201. 
   
There will be a university book talk with 
Dr. Phil Davis discussing Romantic Love: a 
Philosophical Inquiry, by Dwight Van de 
Vats
 
at 12:30 p.m. today at the Univesrity Club) 8th 
and San 
Salvador  streets). For more in-
formation call Jack Douglas, 277-2018. 
   
The American institute of Chemical 
Engineers will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in the 
S.U. Almaden 
Room. For more information 
call Adon Delgado at 
289-1167.
 
   
The Media Coaltion will host guest 
speaker Rudy Marshall from 3 to 4 p.m. today 
in the S.U. Pacheco Room. For  more in-
formationc all Crystal Johnson at 723-7982 or 
Yolanda 
Davis  at 415) 657-8052. 
   
ALMAS will hold a general meeting at 
1:15 p.m. today in the S.U. Council Chambers. 
For
 more information call Francisco 
Dominguez at 
258-6786.  
ATO is having a 
daylight  savings 
celebration with 8 kegs at 9 p.m. tomorrow at 
the ATO house, South 
11th at San Fernando 
Street.
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universities
 that 
require  
it.  
There 
is 
some
 
precedent
 
for it." 
The
 class
 as 
proposed
 
would 
be worth
 three 
units. 
"We 
feel 
that 
all 
students
 
should  
be 
minimally
 
familiar  
with 
major 
ethnic 
groups
 and 
their 
contributions
 
to 
the  
United  
States,"
 
Young 
said.  
"This  
becomes  
im-
portant
 
because  
of the
 
multi
-racial
 
population  
of  
California.
 
It 
wouldn't  
require 
additional  
fun-
ding."  
Recently
 the 
CSU 
Board
 of 
Trustees  
revised
 
the 
general
 
education
 and 
breadth
 
requirements  
that 
went
 into 
effect
 during 
the 
fall of 
1981, according to 
Charles
 Davis, press 
of-
ficer for the chancellor's
 
office.
 
The 
new  policy set 
down 
by
 the chancellor's 
office states
 that the in-
dividual 
campuses
 in the 
CSU system 
may set up 
their own
 program toward 
meeting  
graduation
 
requirements.
 
According
 to a 
spokesman  for 
Hughes,  the 
bill is 
sponsored by 
the 
Black 
Faculty 
Association.  
Course 
content will 
be
 
decided by 
the trustees. 
.AB
-3207 will stipulate
 that 
the 
ethnic  
studies
 
requirement
 be 
applied to 
community
 colleges as 
well 
as 
state  
universities.  
1 
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SA.  
gays:
 
victims 
of
 
prejudice,
 
fear
 
By Holly Fletcher 
They
 sit quietly in a 
circle,
 intimidated by the 
photographer. "No," they said. "We do not want 
our pictures taken." 
The photographer leaves, 
but they are still hesitant to speak. 
The men, all
 members of the
 SJSU Gay and 
Lesbian 
Student
 Union, seem
 uncertain 
as
 to the 
reporter's  ob-
jective.1They
 seem 
to
 be waiting 
for the 
inevitable  put-
down, the jeers. 
They are 
paranoid.
 They have
 been hurt 
before  by 
strangers.
 They have 
been
 ridiculed, 
fired  from jobs 
and  
physically  
attacked.
 All are 
cautious, for 
they are a 
minority  without
 the sanction 
of the Fifteenth
 Amend-
ment.  They are 
looked  at by 
some
 with suspicion,
 if not 
outright
 hostility. 
They are 
harassed  by 
neighbors,  
parents, 
business  
associates
 and the 
police. 
They
 are often 
ostracized  by 
a society that
 considers 
them 
biologically 
or psychologically
 abnormal,
 immoral 
or 
sick. 
"Being gay 
is like being
 black 
before  the 
'60s
 
movement,"  
said  Patrick, 
a Santa Clara
 University
 
student,
 referring 
to the gays' 
lack of civil 
rights. 
Patrick  and 
some  of the 
others  asked 
that their 
last
 
names 
be omitted. 
They are 
afraid to 
announce  
their  
sexual 
preference for 
fear  of 
retribution
 or loss of 
friends. 
"I'm going to 
open up," 
Patrick  said. But
 I'm not 
ready 
to get my 
name  published 
without telling
 my 
parents 
first.  I owe 
them  that." 
The gay 
rights 
movement,
 started 
a decade ago,
 
seeks
 at the very 
least tolerance,
 at the 
most  
acceptance,
 
for the 
estimated 20 
million  
homosexuals
 in this 
country.  
The movement
 has had 
some  
successes.
 
In 
1974, the 
American  
Psychiatric  
Association 
removed  
homosexuality  
from  its list 
of metal 
illnesses.  
The 
conservative  
Ann  Landers 
presently 
counsels  
parents
 
not to be 
ashamed  of 
their  gay 
children,  and 36 
states have 
repealed  
sodomy
 statutes.
 
Yet 
gays  feel 
their
 basic civil 
rights are 
still  being 
denied, their
 jobs are often
 in jeopardy 
and they say 
police 
harassment is 
not uncommon.
 
Since larger 
cities tend 
to be more 
liberal,  gays 
en-
counter fewer
 problems in 
Los Angeles,
 New York, 
Chicago and,
 of course, San
 Francisco. 
For this reason,
 
these cites 
have
 large gay 
populations.  
"Gay men 
gravitate  toward 
certain  places," 
Patrick 
said. "You go 
where  you are 
accepted,
 and it's 
safer  for 
gays
 to gravitate
 to big 
cities
 because 
of
 the 
anonyminity." 
But  even in San 
Jose,
 a large city just
 an hour's drive 
from 
San Francisco's 
renown
 gay populations,
 there is a 
fear, a 
reluctance  to open up. 
Many of them are still
 "in 
the closet." still hiding 
their  homosexuality. 
'For
 day-to-day
 living," said 
Doug Hogin, a 
former
 
SJSU 
student,   'this is 
one
 of the more 
accepting  places. 
But the 
smaller  the city, the 
more  careful you have to 
be." 
Alan, an SJSU 
student,  said he is 
not open about 
his  
homosexuality  because,
 "I don't want to lose
 a lot of my 
friends. I don't
 want to risk 
that."
 
He added, 
"It seems if you're
 different, you're 
in-
ferior. I 
just want to be an 
individual." 
Alan  said he 
carefully
 selects who he 
will  tell about his 
homosexuality,  and he 
tells only a few 
friends  at a time. 
He said being 
gay  is "like a 
little
 secret and I'm 
slowly letting it out."
 
But
 Hogin said, 
"The
 ones you think
 will accept it, 
won't."  He said he 
knows  gays that 
keep
 separate stacks 
of 
photographs,
 one stack 
for those friends
 who know he 
is 
gay and 
one  stack for 
family
 and friends who
 are unaware 
of the 
person's  sexuality. 
You kind of 
have
 to edit your life,"
 said John Vassil,
 
an SJSU aeronautics
 engineering junior.  
"You
 spend a lot 
of
 energy hiding your 
sexuality.  You have to 
be
 aware of 
everything,
 like the way you 
walk."  
Peter Maxwell, 
an undeclared freshman, said gays 
lose some of their straight 
friends  when the friends find 
out about their
 homosexuality because 
of ''guilt by 
association."  
"They're afraid people
 will think they are gay,
 too," 
Maxwell said. 
But once 
gays do come out in the open,
 they are often 
much happier. 
Bill  Whitmore, an SJSU 
alumnus,
 said, 
 'I'm much more happy now, being 
able to be gay without 
having to 
cover it up. It's not the first thing 
I mention to 
somebody, but it's a real 
invigorating thing not to be 
afraid.-
Vassil 
also said he was happy with his 
decision to 
come 
out. '' YdEtan get on with your life," he said. "I was 
able to study more and
 appreciate myself, like myself." 
Coming out
 is often a gradual process. Brad, an SJSU 
business senior, 
said
 his coming out is a "gray area." 
He said he leaves "a 
lot of clues to lead people to 
know, but I'm not blatant." 
"There's the underlying 
fear
 that it could affect my 
career," he added 
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"The sooner
 gay people 
do
 come out and 
are not 
afraid to, the 
sooner  they will 
get their civil 
rights,"  
Maxwell
 argued. 
"Do I 
want
 my job or 
do
 I want my 
rights?"  asked 
Vassil. 
But
 Maxwell already
 knows how it 
feels to lose a job
 
because
 he is gay. 
Maxwell, who 
said he is "very
 much 
out of the 
closet," lost a 
job  because, "I 
refused to put 
up
 a 
facade." 
Maxwell 
lives in the dorms
 and he said 
when  students 
found 
out  he was gay 
they "were 
afraid  of me." 
He has 
been "accused
 of spying on 
people in the 
shower,
 which I 
don't." 
However,  he said 
as the semester
 goes on 
and  people 
get to know 
him  they "see 
me as Peter 
and not the 
faggot  
from
 Allen 
Hall."  
However, his
 parents took 
longer to accept
 it. 
"My parents 
know. They 
accept  me," 
he
 said. "But 
it
 
took 
a good six 
months  to a 
year  to get on 
a good parent
-
child
 relationship
 again." 
Vassil 
agreed  that 
parents  are 
particularly  
hard
 to 
tell about their
 homosexuality.
 He said his 
mother knows
 
he 
is gay but 
"she
 didn't like 
it then and 
she  doesn't 
like
 it 
now, but I 
don't  have to 
pretend."  
He said 
his mother 
would call 
him  on the 
phone  and 
ask how 
he
 was, but 
she had a 
policy:  "If 
you  can't say
 
anything not 
gay, don't say 
anything at 
all,"  Vassil said. 
Parents  and friends
 may not 
accept
 their 
sexuality,
 
but according 
to
 George, a 
middle-aged,  non
-student 
member 
of the union, the 
police actively 
harass  them. 
"It's easier 
to bust queers 
than to go out 
and  get real 
criminals,"
 he said bitterly.
 
In 
California, 
sexual  practices 
between 
consenting  
adults are legal,
 but soliciting 
sex in public 
places  is not. 
George said 
attractive 
policemen  
proposition
 gays and
 
then 
arrest
 them for 
solicitation.  
"I can't use
 their 
language,"  he 
said,  "becuase 
I 
consider 
myself
 a gentlemen,
 but they 
are very 
lewd."
 
He 
said
 without 
the  funds to 
fight what 
he
 calls "en-
trapment," 
the arrested
 gays are 
just
 stuck. 
Hogin
 added 
that
 the arrests
 of gays are
 part of San
 
Jose's 
"clean-up  
campaign  along
 with the 
hookers."  
Maxwell  
sarcastically  said 
the police 
are trying 
to 
"keep 
the streets 
safe for 
mom,  dad 
and  their 2.4 
children."
 
George said
 police "go 
after"  gays 
because  they are 
homophobic  
(have an 
aversion  to 
homosexuals)
 and 
because 
they are 
"very 
strongly  
repressed  
themselves
 
and gays 
are an 
easy
 target."
 
Maxwell
 said 
people  act 
violently 
toward 
gays 
because,
 "Deep 
in
 their 
subconscious
 they're 
afraid they
 
are gay,
 and they
 wreak 
violence  
on
 them. 
They  are 
saying, 'I 
hate gays, 
so I'm not gay.'"
 
Threats  of 
violence  
are  not 
uncommon,  
Vassil 
said.  
His phone
 number 
was 
advertised  in 
the
 Spartan 
Daily as 
one 
of the 
numbers  
for
 the Gay 
and 
Lesbian  
Student
 
Union. 
He said 
threatening  
calls  are 
not
 uncommon.
 
He
 said 
someone
 called
 him 
recently  
threatening  to 
"break 
our spleens."
 Vassil 
said  he is 
worried  that 
there 
will be 
increased 
violence  
towards
 gays as 
gays
 continue 
to be 
more
 open about
 their 
sexuality.
 
He referred 
to Maxwell, 
who  openly 
walks  hand in 
hand  on 
campus
 with his 
lover. He is 
subjected to 
jeers 
and cries 
of
 "faggot." 
"I worry
 about it," 
Vassil said. 
"I don't think 
people 
are ready 
for it. They 
don't want 
to have it 
thrown  at 
them." 
"Somebody
 could 
punch you out
 for it," 
Vassil
 said to 
Maxwell. 
"America,
 the land of 
the  free," 
Maxwell
 said with 
a 
shrug. 
Maxwell
 is the president 
of SJSU's Gay 
and  Lesbian 
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Student
 
Union,
 
an
 
organization
 
founded
 in 1972, 
and 
the  
others
 
quoted  
are  
members.
 
Whitmore  
said
 the 
group 
was 
a 
"very  
essential
 
part  
of 
the  gay 
community"  in San 
Jose.  
Although
 
the 
title 
of 
the 
organization  
includes
 
lesbians,
 
Maxwell
 
said
 
few 
lesbians
 come to their
 
meeting,  
because
 
they 
prefer
 
to 
go the the 
Women's
 
Center  
for 
support.
 
He 
said  the 
group
 is 
a 
social
 and
 support
 
organization,
 
but
 
he would 
like
 it 
to
 
become
 more 
political. However, 
most
 of the 
members
 
"don't
 
want  
to get 
that  
involved,"
 he 
said.  
"Gay 
liberation
 
and  
civil  
rights  
are linked
 
against
 the 
white
 male 
dominated
 
ideas,"
 
Hogin said. "Society 
doesn't
 
accept
 
people  
who 
are gay
 right now. They think
 
(they're  ) 
totally  
different."  
Maxwell 
said 
the 
blossoming  gay liberation 
movement
 has 
startled  
people.
 
"People  
were so 
shocked
 
with 
gays  
asserting
 
themselves,  
they  
didn't
 deal 
with
 it." 
However,  
Whitmore  
predicts  
that
 "gay 
issues  and 
gay 
people will 
be
 
much
 more out in 
front"
 
and  trying 
to 
build  
a community
 for gays,
 "a place 
to identify 
with," he 
said. 
Harvey 
Milk,  the San 
Francisco 
supervisor
 killed in 
1978 
by
 Dan White,
 was striving
 for political
 clout for 
gays
 
and
 a place for
 them to 
identify  with.
 
Milk  was 
involved
 with the 
change of 
Castro  Street 
from a 
working
 class Irish 
neighborhood 
to the almost
 
total gay
 community 
it is today. 
Milk
 also received
 the 
support of 
many  
conservative
 factions of 
the city, 
helping
 
gays 
achieve
 broader 
support.
 
"In 
every sense he was
 a martyr," Vassil
 said. "He 
died for his cause.
 He's the biggest
 hero we have." 
Yet the gays need 
more
 than heroes to 
achieve
 what 
they want. 
Homosexuality  is still a 
problem  in such legal 
areas as wills, insurance,
 citizenship and 
marriage.
 
"I really wish there is a way
 you can get married and 
make it 
legally
 binding," said 
Vassil,
 whose recent 
relationship of 
several  years ended when his 
lover just 
packed up and left. 
"It's too easy to toss 
your things in the suitcase and 
leave," Maxwell agreed. 
They also expressed a desire for a family life - 
children. 
"I love kids, I want kids," Vassil said, though he is 
unsure of how he'd go about becoming a parent. 
Hogin also expressed a desire
 for children, but said he 
wants
 to be financially secure and in a secure relationship 
before exploring the possibility. 
Hogin and 
Vassil  saw no problems with a gay couple 
raising a child, and Hogin said he has known
 gay men who 
have done it 
successfully. 
However, he said some people
 still think gays are 
"sick" and "they 
won't  let you near their 
kids."
 
The idea that being
 gay is "sick" or "bad,"
 is in-
corporated
 early in life for them, 
Hogin said. 
"What's the worst 
thing  you can call a 
guy?" he 
asked. "A 
fag."  He said such 
name-calling
 starts as early 
as 
elementary school. "You're
 automatically tuned into 
it," 
he
 said. "That's the 
message
 you get. Even the 
woman  who  sells you 
orange  juice is telling 
you you're 
bad," referring to Anita 
Bryant's 1977 anti
-homosexual
 : 
campaign. 
Yet, for all the
 negative reactions
 from society, the
 
gays, both those in 
and out of the 
closet,
 said they were 
 
happy with their 
lifestyle. 
"I would go through
 life being gay again," Vassil
 said. 
"I've enjoyed the
 gay lifestyle." 
"I 
am
 really happy being gay," 
Hogin agreed. "I 
wouldn't 
want
 to change it if I could, but I 
couldn't."  
'I fought against my 
sexuality  for five years," he 
said. "I'm happy
 with my choice." 
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Bill 
Biss gets a helping hand from Bob 
Parhos, who gets a helping 
shoulder  from 
Tom Fedyna while the three put the Special 
Olympics flag, top left. Tom Adkisson, 
above, coaches this 
athlete  to "Throw the 
frisbee to that guy with the funny letters on 
his shirt." Valery King gives a pep talk to 
Alan Tognazzini before Tognazzini competes 
in the softball throw, right. 
Photos  
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 Yee 
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After
 a 
final  encouraging
 word front 
their  coaches, 
the
 runners took 
their marks 
on the track.
 They patiently
 waited for 
the sound of 
the starting 
gun with 
determined 
looks  on their 
faces.  The gun 
went  off and the  
race began. 
At 
the beginning, the 
runners
 were all tied, their
 bodies forming a 
parallel  line 
across  the track. Then one 
runner
 took a short lead and 
started
 adding yardage between 
himself 
and  the other runners. As 
the
 runner crossed the finish line,
 a smile crossed 
his face, He 
joyously
 hugged his coach, finding
 out he had beaten his own 
record  by two 
seconds.  
An account of 
a race from the Bruce Jenner Classic? 
No,
 these runners are special.
 The winner of the race
 is a victim of Down's 
Syn-
drome, and he was 
competing
 in the San Mateo County 
Special  Olympics last Saturday.
 
But in order for this
 and other runners to 
participate  in the Special 
Olympics,  
volunteers are needed. 
SJSU had its own 
"special"  volunteers at Mills 
High School in Millbrae 
as 57 
members,  little sisters and 
friends of the Pi Kappa 
Alpha  fraternity, known at 
SJSU as 
the Pikes, worked as 
guides,
 scorekeepers and ran
 events for the second 
consecutive  
year. 
"We had 
57 people today compared 
to
 35 last year," said Mike 
Ruspil,  Pike philan-
thropy chairman.
 "We've been fired up for 
this for two months now. It's
 been announced 
every Monday night
 at the chapter meeting."  
According to Ruspil, 
the philosophy behind Special Olympics is that everybody's a 
winner.
 
"Every kid will win," Ruspil said. "It's not so 
much  the kid has a fantastic time in a 
run or that he throws the ball so far. It's 
the fact that he does throw the ball or that he 
does run." 
Ruspil  talked about
 T-shirts the 
fraternity
 was going to 
have made that 
said "Pi 
Kappa Alpha
 Fraternity - 
more  than just beer 
drinkers."  
"That's what
 we honestly 
thought,"
 Ruspil said. 
"The  image of a 
fraternity  has just 
been
 nothing but 
partiers.  
"Sure 
there's that part, 
but for all these 
people  to give up the 
beach in Santa 
Cruz
 
today,"  he said. "I 
thought that was
 pretty awesome."
 
According
 to Marlene 
Montez,  a Pike little 
sister,  Mike Ruspil 
was
 the reason why 
she 
came
 to the 
Special  
Olympics.
 
"Mike  is really hyped 
on it, and he was 
telling  everyone how 
much fun it was," 
said 
deal.
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of 
our famous
 hot 
d s . 
each wrapped
 in a 
slice 
of melted 
American  
cheese 
and  
topped  with our II 
lightly 
seasoned  
chili  sauce. 
 
served in 
a soft,  
warm  
bun. I 
Montez. "I wanted to come and see
 the kids do a good job." 
Liz Lee, another little 
sister,
 agreed with Montez. 
"Mike has this way of 
motivation  to get you to do 
anything,"  she said. "He 
started
 
talking about it 
a while back and he was totally 
hyped  on it and he got me hyped on 
it." 
Besides helping out
 at the Special Olympics, the
 fraternity sponsers athletes 
to go 
the state games at UCLA. 
"Everybody chips
 in 50 cents to one dollar," 
said
 Ruspil. "The money comes
 out of 
our own pockets." 
This year, the 
chapter bought a plaque 
and perpetual trophy for 
the Special Olym-
pics Athlete of the 
Year. 
This year's winner is 
Dawn  Caruth, a mentally 
retarded
 14 -year old from 
Burlingame.
 
"Dawn has had 
the spirit for quite a while," Ruspil 
said.  "She's a dynamite girl. I've 
worked with her for three to four years now." 
"I've 
taught her how to ski. She's one of those where you'd get her 
away from home 
and she cries the whole
 time, but she gets home and she's talking about all the fun 
things  
she did," he said. "It's outrageous." 
Besides getting the fraternity involved in the olympics, 
Ruspil, who has been 
coaching for six years, 
was  named the coach of the year for San Mateo County. 
"I was totally shocked," Ruspil said. "There's a 
lot of coaches out there that are 
fantastic people and 
coaches.  I wish I could share it with all of them." 
"But  every time a kid smiles or gives me a hug 
after
 he's thrown two feet further 
than
 he did last time, that's an award," Ruspil said. "I get my gold 
medals  right there." 
Howie  Blevins, an engineering junior, told of the first time he went to the 
Special 
Olympics.
 
"It was a Special Olympics for physically and mentally 
disabled
 so there were 
people who didn't 
walk normal, whereas most of these people can walk pretty much 
normal," Blevins said. "I had never seen a lot of people like that in one area. I just
 hadn't 
been exposed to it," 
"It made me 
realize  how lucky I really 
am that there's nothing
 wrong with me," he 
said. 
The fraternity members
 and little sisters had
 nothing but good 
comments  about 
being 
involved
 in the 
Special
 Olympics. 
"These  kids are all so 
loveable,"  said Phil Creel, a 
junior  majoring in finance. 
"Everyone 
sees commercials on 
televison
 and it touches 
something
 inside, but being 
here is totally 
different." 
"When 
I was in the ninth grade, 
I had to go to one of these 
schools for the mentally 
retarded for a 
field trip and had a 
chance
 to play with kids 
there,"
 Lee said. "I really 
enjoyed it. 
It was the neatest 
experience
 because you get 
this image of these 
people
 being 
really different and it's not
 that they're different, 
they're
 just slower. After that
 ex-
perience, I couldn't pass
 this up." 
"To see 
they're faces when they get the
 medals - it's just totally 
worth  it," she said. 
"You feel
 like you're right there on 
the  field with them, and it's 
just  the greatest feeling." 
The fraternity plans on 
going  back to the Olympics 
next year. 
"I already told the chapter that when I'm out of the house if they don't come to the 
Special Olympics every year I will come over and I will light the house on fire," Ruspil 
said. 
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Martial
 
Arts  
demonstration
 
visits
 
SJSU
 
Pyung In Lee 
assumes  a 
position used 
in Ku 
Sool, a form of 
traditional  
Korean 
martial 
arts,  during 
a 
demonstration  
Tuesday  
in the 
SJSU 
Student
 
Union
 
Amphitheatre.
 
by Mark Dufrene 
Students  receive
 32 honors 
University  
committee
 
revises
 
master
 
plan
 
May
 feature
 new 
soccer
 
bleachers
 
By Steve 
Fukuda
 
A revision of the South 
Campus
 Master Plan was 
unanimously
 approved by the SJSU Campus 
Planning  
Committee last 
Friday.  
The South 
Campus Master
 Plan is a plan 
of where we 
would like 
to
 be in the future,"
 committee chairman
 Edd 
Burton said. 
"There is no set
 time frame 
that
 says 
something has 
to
 be done by a 
certain  date. It's 
just
 a 
'wish -list' of goals to 
work  towards." 
One part of the revision plan calls for expansion of the 
existing locker room facility at 10th and Humboldt streets 
so it can accommodate intercollegiate athletics and the 
Human Performance Department. 
According to Dave Elliott, associate executive vice 
president, the proposed facility will include a reception 
area, office space, an exercise room and locker rooms for 
men's and 
women's sports. 
The South
 Campus Master
 Plan Revision 
was 
prepared by the
 SJSU Office  of 
Facilites  Development
 
and 
Operations and Marquis 
Associates,
 a San Francisco 
Business  school
 
hosts
 'Academy Awards'  
By Janet Gilmore 
For students in the School
 of Business April 16 was 
their Academy Awards ceremony. 
They had 
worked  toward an 
outstanding extra
 
curricular and 
scholastic  
performance,
 and just 
maybe  
someone  would 
notice. 
The master
 of ceremonies
 was not 
Johnny  Carson.
 
But David 
Ambrosio', 
a marketing 
lecturer, was 
humorous.
 He fulfilled his
 role accordingly.
 
"Please hold your
 applause," he 
suggested  to the 
crowd 
of
 approximately 
400. that 
interrupted
 each 
nominee's  name with 
handclaps. 
After all the
 names were read 
32 awards were 
given  
and 
more
 than 83,000 in 
scholarships  were 
awarded.  
The culmination 
of the event was 
the  presentation 
of
 
the Alpha
 Al Sirat 
Award,
 roughly 
equivalent  to best 
supporting  actor 
and  actress. The 
award  is presented 
to 
the 
"outstanding 
male and...female
 with a 
major in 
business
 who is 
completing 
his or her
 initial 
bac-
calaureate  
program,"  
according  to 
Marshal 
Burak,  
Business School
 dean. 
The recipients were awarded $600 
each. 
Lauren Olsen, one of the winners said later that he 
was "very surprised," and added that the "competition 
was
 tough." 
Larea Medinnus, the other recipient said," I'm really 
honored because I always believed that San Jose State is a 
good school and when I'm an alumnus I'm going to come 
back and promote San Jose State." 
One alumnus who did 
just that is Thomas Lopes, who 
was voted the 
most  distinguished business
 alumnus 
comparable 
to
 the honorary Oscar recipient).
 
But 
the  award was not given 
until  his long list of ric-
complishments 
were
 read. He formed his own 
business  
Western
 States Oil Co., and 
Spartan  Truck Lines. He 
nurtured it until it became
 one of the largest independent
 
companies in the 
state. 
Red 
Cross
 to 
give
 
plaques
 
to 
increase
 
blood  donations 
Blood  drive volunteers 
decrease
 
at
 
SJSU
 
By Dawn 
Furukawa  
In an attempt to raise the level of blood donor par-
ticipation, the American Red 
Cross  will award plaques to 
the organizations 
with the highest percentage of members 
donating blood through Friday in the S.U. Upper 
Pad. 
Plaques will be presented from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. to the 
outstanding Greek and non-Greek organization on campus 
for participation. 
To make the Greek 
competition  more exciting, Kappa 
Sigma 
fraternity  is donating a keg of beer to the house 
with the 
most donations. 
According to Fred 
Keohrnstedt, a Kappa Sigma
 
member and volunteer 
for the blood drive, recent
 drives 
have averaged less than 
200 units, or pints of bllod com-
pared to 500 units in past 
years.  
"I found out how low
 participation was and decided 
to 
do something about it," 
said Koehmstedt. "I feel Greeks 
should have a part 
in helping the community." 
Koehmstedt said the 
procedure
 of giving blood takes 
approximately 
45
 minutes. 
The first 10 to 15 minutes is an interview where the 
health history of the individual is taken. 
The actual giving of blood takes from five to 15 
minutes, the average being five to 10 
minutes,  said 
Koehnmstedt.
 
"To me, it doesn't hurt," Koehmstedt said. 
"Giving 
blood is more 
comfortable
 than having a blood test. 
"In blood
 tests you 
feel pressure
 from the 
drawing 
out  
of blood," 
he said. 
"But  in giving
 blood, the
 blood is 
just  
allowed
 to flow 
out." 
The 
individual  is 
then
 asked to 
rest for 15 
minutes  to 
make 
sure
 he or 
she is 
feeling
 well 
before  
leaving.
 
Refreshments
 such 
as 
cookies,
 juice 
and coffee
 are 
supplied.
 
According  to 
Koehmstedt,
 persons
 who 
should  not 
give blood
 are 
those  who 
have or 
have  had 
infectious 
hepetitis,
 weigh 
less
 than 105
 pounds, 
or are 
weak
 due to 
an illness.
 Donors
 also should
 not take
 aspirin 
within 48 
hours of 
giving 
blood. 
Any  other 
questions 
concerning
 donating
 can 
be
 
directed
 to 
volunteers  
at the 
blood  drive,
 said 
Koeh-
mstedt.  
Koehmstedt
 
stressed  this 
drive is 
not limited 
to in-
dividuals  
in
 
organizations
 
competing  
for  the 
plaques.  
"It's 
for  anyone 
interested,"
 he said.
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The 
Outstanding  
Teacher
 Award (similar
 to the best 
director
 award) was 
decided  not by 
members  of the 
academy
 but 
the business
 students 
themselves.
 Jerry 
Thomas, a 
marketing  
professor,
 won the 
award.  
But what of 
the  grandeur of 
the evening? 
The
 Student 
Union  ballroom 
is no Los 
Angeles
 Music 
Center, 
but  the 
transformation
 from 
dance  area to 
awards  
room was somewhat
 impressive. 
There were no tuxes
 and tails, and no 
taffeta  dresses. 
But 
the jean -clad 
students
 had changed 
into business 
attire.
 Their corporate
-type  clothes allowed 
them to blend 
in 
with  the various 
members
 of the business 
community 
present.
 
Other details distinguished 
the School of Business 
awards 
from the academy awards. 
Each  winner received 
a plaque 
with his name engraved on it 
and  not a trophy of 
a little gold man 
grasping
 his abdomen. 
And perhaps the most 
appreciated difference: 
Students 
did not present a 
rambling  acceptance 
speech...they gave 
no speech at all. 
architectural
 
firm.
 
The 
field
 
house
 
at 
the  
end 
of the
 
north  
ramp  
in 
Spartan
 
Stadium
 
will  
also
 
be
 
remodeled,
 
according
 to 
the  
proposed
 
plan.  
Elliott  
said 
a 
locker
 
room  
facility  
is 
proposed
 for
 the
 
field
 
house  
to 
accommodate
 
stadium
 
sports
 
events.
 
Another
 
part  
of
 the
 plan
 
would  
place
 
bleachers
 in 
the 
soccer
 
field  
north
 
of
 
Spartan
 
Stadium.
 
"Currently,
 
people  
watching
 a 
soccer
 
game
 
have
 no 
place
 to 
sit, 
so
 
they
 
just
 
stand  
around,"
 
Burton  
said.
 
"The
 
committee
 
felt
 the
 
proposal
 for
 
soccer  
bleachers
 
was  a 
good  
one."  
However,
 
Burton  
"questioned
 
but 
did  not 
disapprove"
 
placing  
a 
marching
 band 
practice
 
field  
where  
Spartan
 
City's
 
Seventh  
Street 
housing
 now 
stands,
 
across  
from  
Spartan
 Stadium.
 
Spartan
 
City's
 
Seventh
 
Street  
location  
is
 for 
married  
SJSU
 students
 with 
children.
 It 
contains  
about  
100
 units. 
Burton 
said if 
the Rec 
Center 
is 
approved,
 it 
will 
occupy
 the 
archery  
field  
next
 to Joe  
West 
Hall
 and the
 
marching
 band
 practice
 field on 
Seventh 
and San
 Carlos 
streets.
 
"If 
they 
told  me 
it was 
going 
to be 
knocked  
down 
in 
seven 
or eight 
years, 
I'd voice
 my 
objections
 
because
 it 
would 
be
 difficult
 to get 
another
 loan to 
build a 
facility 
to 
take  its 
place," 
Burton 
said. 
Spartan 
City's  10th 
and 
Humboldt  
street
 facility
 will 
be 
replaced 
by a new 
SJSU 
housing  
facility.  A 
$3.5 
million
 
federal
 loan 
to pay 
for  the 
new
 housing
 was 
received  
from  
the 
Department  
of 
Education
 last 
October. 
The 48 
studio
 apartments
 at 10th
 and 
Humboldt  
streets 
houses  married
 students 
without  children.
 
"But those
 apartments 
(Spartan 
City
 on Seventh 
Street) 
are  already in 
such poor 
condition  that 
they'll 
probably  fall 
apart  before 
we
 ever get a 
chance to 
build  a 
new 
one,"  Burton 
said.  
The 
committee's  
recommendation
 will 
be
 presented 
to SJSU President 
Gail Fullerton for 
approval or rejec-
tion. 
If approved, the plan
 will then be 
presented
 to the 
California State 
University Board of 
Trustees in July for 
approval or 
rejection.
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"'Officials
 investigate  
state's
 role in 
IRA 
clash  
in
 
C 
By
 Scott Shilrel 
A long 
and 
sometimes
 vicious political battle has been 
raging
 
over who will 
fund 
instructionally related 
ac-
tivities such as 
intercollegiate athletics,
 campus papers 
and
 
music and dance
 
productions.  
But one aspect
 of the battle that is 
sometimes ob-
scured,
 
and  
often 
disputed,
 
is the state's
 role in the fun-
ding 
struggle.
 
"Gov. 
(Jerry i Brown 
has  a 
personal  desire to 
prohibit 
the 
funding
 of athletics,"
 said 
Scott Plotkin,
 
ex-A.S.  
President
 of Cal Poly, San
 Luis Obispo, in a 1980 
panel 
discussion
 on IRA.
 
Plotkin was talking about
 what 
he
 saw as 
just 
one  of 
the funding problems
 the California State University 
ysteni has had with the 
state. 
The system has 
had 
a conunitment to 
instructionally 
related
 activites  
especially  intercollegiate  
athletics. 
Since
 the 
early 
1950s, 
though,  studentshave
 funded these 
programs
 through the 
A.S. fee. 
"At onetime, 
what 
we
 now call 
IRA...got
 money from 
A.S.," said Hobert Burns, 
SJSU academic vice president 
and the 
adminstration's  representative to the IRA 
committee
 three 
of the 
four
 years it has been here. 
Most of the A.S. 
money  went to athletics," he said. 
Barns made his comments  at last  week's IRA committee 
19 
campuses
 must 
divide 
about  $ 
500,000
 
meeting.  
The conunittee recommends groups for receiving 
IRA fund 
money.  The fee to support this fund was set up in 
1978. 
The campus president has the final say over who gets 
what, and at SJSU there is usually between $250,000 and 
$300,000 to 
divide.  
As
 the nature of the student body changed, students 
wanted to fund athletics less and wanted to fund other 
things (instead)," 
Burns  said. 
"There
 was a 
certain
 percentage
 (of A.S. 
money) that
 
was to 
go
 to 
athletics,"
 he said.
 But the 
A.S. refused
 to do 
so in 1979, Burns 
explained. 
Then-SJSU
 
President  John 
Bunzel 
vetoed  the 
A.S.
 
budget.
 
The  
student government 
took
 
Bunzel
 to 
court  and 
lost to 
Bunzel.  
"But 
it was clear 
(that) 
politically  
something
 had 
to
 
be done," 
Burns said. 
The best 
solution  would 
have been for 
the AS. to 
raise  
the 
student  body 
fee,  according 
to Steve 
Wright,  AS. 
president 
at
 SJSU from 
1977-78.  
In 1951.
 however, the 
state  had imposed 
a $20 ceiling 
on the A.S. fee. 
Legislative  approval was 
needed  to lift it. 
On
 top of that, the A.S.
 fee was a "restrictive"
 one. 
There were 
a lot of do's 
and  don't's 
the legislature
 had 
imposed. 
Wright 
said  students voted 
for
 the IRA fee because
 it 
was  the 
easiest
 solution. 
"Instead 
of trying to raise 
the A.S. fee to 
meet  their 
needs they did 
an end around,"
 he said. 
"They 
didn't need a vote
 (for the IRA fee)
 as they 
would 
have  for (an 
increase)
 in the student 
body
 fee," 
Wright added. 
Instructionally
 related 
activites
 were 
formally
 
defined and 
provided
 funding by the 
state  in 1974. The bill 
that
 did this, AB 3118 
was  authored by 
then
-Assemblyman 
Ray 
Johnson
 (R-Chico), now
 a state senator 
representing  
the same area,
 was the 
"centerpiece"  of IRA 
funding, 
according to Plotkin. 
No
 formal fee was 
imposed,  but the bill 
allowed for 
state and A.S.
 funding of IRA. 
AB 3116 was 
supposed  to 
lower
 the A.S. fee 
as
 well, but in 1975 
students voted 
to
 
maintain fees at the 
maximum  level. 
Plotkin said 
a reduction of the 
A.S. fee would have
 
diminished the
 "influence of 
student
 body goverments."
 
Although
 the 
state 
originally  
provided
 the CSU
 
system 
with 
$1.7
 million 
in 1974-75,
 and 
then  $3.2 
million in 
1975-76, 
student 
demand 
for lower
 
service
 tees 
resulted 
in 
a
 
compromise of 
state 
support.  
Now 
the  19 
CSU  
campuses  
niust 
divide  
about  
$500,000  
SJSU
 gets 
between
 $30,000
 and 
$40,000).  
Students
 made
 two 
more  
attempts  
to raise 
the A.S.
 fee 
through 
two 
legisaltive  
bills, 
but  both 
failed. 
One lost
 by a 
single 
vote, and
 the 
other  
was  
vetoed
 by 
Gov.  
Brown  
because
 
"student
 
govenunetns
 
weren't
 truly 
represen-
tative
 of the 
student's
 views,"
 
according
 to 
Plotkin.
 
But SJSU 
President  Gail 
Fullerton
 disagreed with 
Plotkin's assessment
 of the state's role. 
"The decline
 in the state part
 of IRA funding 
has to do 
with the general 
tightening  of the state 
budget,"  she said. 
Fullerton said she 
doubts  that Brown has 
any  per-
sonal
 desire to reduce 
athletic  funding. 
Regardless  of why the 
state hasn't kept up 
it's one-
time high support of 
IRA support, the fact remains 
that it 
is a mostly student paid for fund. 
Ironically  enough, 
students  did get 
permission  to 
raise A.S. fees if they 
want to. But by the 
time  the 
legislature 
approved  that it was 1980 
and  the IRA fee was 
firmly 
ensconced.
 
Tommorrow: 
Has the IRA fee 
accomplished
 
its task? 
Tay-Sach
 killer
 
renders
 
parents
 helpless
 
The child will 
lose 
its ability 
to do 
simple
 
" 
things
 
Helplessness.
 
The 
word 
captures  the 
feeling that 
the  parents of a 
child 
born with Tay
-Sachs 
disease 
experience.  
The 
helplessness
 of 
knowing that 
your child won't 
live past 
the  age of six. 
There  is a one in 
four 
chance of having a Tay -Sachs 
baby when both parents are
 
carriers
 of the Tay -Sachs
 
gene. 
By
 Dawn 
Furukawa
 
 
SJSU, in conjunction with 
the  Northern 
California  Tay -Sachs Disease 
Prevention  
Program,
 offered free tests last Wednesday 
and Thursday.
 
The primary 
function  of the program, 
according to Oscar Battle,
 student health 
educator,
 is to find carriers. The secondary 
purpose is to advise 
those  who are carriers to 
the 
possibilities  of having a Tay
-Sachs
 child. 
The third 
function  is to inform carriers 
about  
procedures necessary to make 
sure they don't 
have a Tay -Sachs
 child. 
One of the few
 genetic tests a woman can 
have while pregnant
 is amniocentesis. Fluid 
is 
drawn from around the 
fetus  early in the 
fourth month 
of pregnancy. The fluid 
is 
examined  for the 
presence
 of the chemical 
needed
 to break down the 
fatty  deposits in the 
brain and
 nerve cells. If 
the chemical is 
missing,  the cells become 
clogged,  causing 
the entire 
nervous  system to stop 
working. 
The parents then
 have the option to 
abort if 
tlfey are comfortable
 with this solution.
 
- 
According to Linda Foley,
 program 
coordinator, 
before the screening began 
four 
Veers ago, there were
 50 Tay -Sachs babies 
bbrn every day in the 
United  States. In the 
I 0 wag three
 years, however, only one 
baby  with 
the disease has 
been
 born in California. 
The symptoms
 of Tay -Sachs 
show up in 
the 
infant  from six 
months  to 18 
months.  The 
child 
will lose its 
ability to 
do
 such simple
 
things as 
grasping an 
object. 
Blindess
 and 
giaralysis
 gradually
 follow. 
"It's a 
really  painful
 death for 
the child 
and 
for the 
parents  to 
watch," 
said  Jim 
fflekeith,
 a 
phiebotimist
 ( a 
person  who 
draws  
mood)
 
working  at the 
SJSU
 program.
 
The 
key  to 
prevention  of 
the disease,
 
according 
to Foley, 
is the 
identification  of 
carriers  
Through  blood 
tests, the 
amount of 
 
 
 
 
looggatite
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Ten cubic 
centimeters  
of blood are taken from SJSU
 
students  
at the health center  and sent to Stanford  
Medical 
Center 
for analysis. 
the 
enzyme needed to help break
 down fatty 
substances is measured. 
Tay -Sachs carriers, 
although  otherwise healthy,
 have one-half as 
iouch
 of the chemical than
 non -carriers. 
All of the testing for this
 disease is done at 
UCLA, according to Foley.
 
If a positive sample is found a letter is 
sent with instructions, then the carrier is 
contacted and counseled. 
The carrier rates 
are  approximately one 
in 27 for those of Jewish ancestry and one in 
200 for the general 
population,  according to 
Foley. 
"It used to be thought 
of as a Jewish 
disease," she said, "But the 
last
 four cases in 
California have 
been
 non-Jewish." 
"With 
genetic  diseases, some
 people say 
it's ethnic arid no one
 can have it but this 
group," Battle said. "But the test can be 
beneficial to anyone with or without a 
Jewish 
ancestry." 
The phiebotimists for 
this service were 
students from Robert 
Fowler's  genetics 
classes. 
"Dr. Fowler asked
 students in his classes 
if there were
 any volunteers who were 
phiebotimists
 interested in working," said 
McKeith, a biology -chemistry major, who 
works at the Good Samaritan hospital in San 
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Jose.
 
Curiosity
 was the
 main 
reason
 given 
by 
students
 as to why
 they took 
part in the 
testing.
 
"I 
stopped
 by just 
to
 see what 
my
 results 
would
 be," said 
Teresa Folan,
 a nursing 
junior.
 "I heard 
about  the program
 through a 
friend 
and saw the 
banner 
outside."  
Debbie Bobrow, a speech 
pathology
 
junior said she and a friend were walking past 
the Health Service Building and saw the 
banner, and "just wanted to know" their 
results. 
A pediatrician from Freedom, near 
Watsonville, said he found 
out  about the 
program 
"very indirectly." 
"I'm very familiar 
with  genetic 
screening," said Arthur Dober, "but I mostly 
wanted to advise my children if they might be 
carriers."  
Tay -Sachs screening 
is not available 
through physicians' offices, private 
laboratories or part of the blood test required 
for marriage. Only program clinics and 
outreach programs offer this 
service.  
The 
Northern California Tay -Sachs 
Disease Prevention Program will next be 
performing screenings at U.C. Berkeley and 
Stanford. 
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Gerald
 
Willhite,  who was 
known
 in 
his  two 
years
 at SJSU 
as
 a 
rusher  
and 
receiver, tries to pass 
in 
this 
1980  
game  
Willhite  was 
drafted
 in the first 
round 
yesterday 
by the 
Denver
 Broncos 
in the annual
 pro football
 draft. 
PAM.
 
10 
-sports
 
WILLHITE 
continued
 from page 1 
The
 runners
 picked 
before 
him were
 Stanford's
 
Darien
 Nelson
 picked 
7th 
by 
Minnesota), Arizona 
State's 
Gerald 
Riggs  9th 
by 
Atlanta), USC's Marcus 
Allen 
10th by 
Oakland).
 
Baylor's  
Walter 
Amer-
crombie
 
112th
 by Pitt-
sburgh), 
Richmond's  
Barry
 Redden 
14th by Los
 
Angeles)  and 
Michigan's 
Butch 
Woolfolk
 118th by the 
New York 
Giants).  
-This  
just
 
satisfies
 a 
personal
 goal," 
Willhite 
noted. 
''It's 
more
 than 
just 
the
 
money,"
 he 
added, 
alluding 
to the 
fact  that 
first  
round  
draft  
choices  
are known
 to 
sign
 large 
pro 
contracts.
 
"I'm
 
also
 glad
 the 
school's
 
getting  
recognition,"
 
he
 said. 
"Two 
first 
round
 
draft  
Willhite's
 ordeal 
by 
the
 
TV
 
By 
Mark  J. 
Tennis  
Before 
the ESPN 
television 
network 
instituted 
its 
coverage 
of
 the pro 
football  draft
 last year, 
a college 
player had 
to sit by a 
phone  and 
wait  to hear 
if a team 
picked
 him. 
During
 yesterday's
 televised
 draft, 
SJSU  tailback
 
Gerald 
Willhite was 
in an entirely 
different 
situation.  
Willhite, 
who was the 
21st player 
picked in the 
draft 
by the 
Denver 
Broncos, 
watched  
the  pick -by
-pick 
coverage 
on a cable 
TV hook-up
 at the 
apartment  of 
Lawrence  
Fan,
 SJSU's 
sports
 information
 director 
for 
men's athletics. 
Watching the 
draft with 
Willhite
 were three 
reporters, 
two 
photographers,
 one 
radio  reporter 
and  a crew from 
a 
local television
 station. Also
 in attendance
 were SJSU 
head coach 
Jack  Elway, 
former
 Spartan 
tight  end Tracy 
Franz and 
Willhite's  
roommate,
 Spartan fullback
 Roy 
Smally. 
Willhite said
 the decision to 
let members of 
the  media 
sit with him 
was  "very tough, 
but Coach Elway
 can be 
very 
convincing."  
The 5-foot -11,
 195-pound tailback 
arrived at Fan's 
apartment
 shortly 
before  ESPN's 
coverage  began at 7 
a.m. 
"I'm 
not nervous," 
Willhite  proclaimed 
as he sat 
down to watch 
the  proceedings. 
-Whatever 
happens,
 will 
nappen."
 
Willhite  was first 
happy  when Stanford 
tailback 
Darrin 
Nelson
 was picked 
seventh  by the 
Minnesota  
Vikings. Willhite 
knows  Nelson pretty well. 
"You could 
tell he knew he 
was going to 
go high," 
Willhite noted. 
"We used to tease
 each other 
'Minnesota,  
Minnesota.'" 
As the
 draft continued,
 the first 
suspenseful  
moments
 
of the morning 
happened when 
the Atlanta 
Falcons
 chose 
Arizona 
State  fullback 
Gerald  Riggs 
as the ninth 
pick.  
"The 
Atlanta
 Falcons 
have picked
 Gerald . 
. 
Riggs," said 
NFL  
commissioner
 Pete Rozelle. 
The suspense 
was caused when 
Rozelle  hesitated 
for
 a 
split  second 
between
 "Gerald" and 
"Riggs." 
"I thought he was
 going to say 
'Willhite,'  "Smalley 
said. 
The
 suspense then 
began  to build 
after
 the Oakland 
Raiders 
picked USC 
running
 back Marcus
 Allen after 
Riggs. 
"In the first 
early  picks, I 
wasn't  expecting 
much," 
Willhite
 stated. "I'm 
getting more 
nervous  in later 
picks.  
I'll be satisfied wherever I go. I just want a chance to go 
somewhere where! can show what I can do." 
The first clue as to what would happen in the draft 
occurred after the 15th 
pick
 when Fan informed Willhitc 
that someone wanted to talk to him on the phone. 
Willhite talked for a few seconds and then informed 
the 
assembled
 group that Denver had called to confirm 
the phone number of Fan's apartment. 
Denver's pick was now only four picks away. 
The tenseness in the room then reached its first peak 
when it 
was Denver's turn to pick. 
"I'll admit I'm getting nervous now," Willhite said. 
Denver then temporarily disappointed the group 
when it switched its No. 19  pick to Buffalo for Buffalo's No. 
21 pick so Buffalo could select
 wide receiver Perry Tuttle 
of Clemson. In return, 
Denver
 also received a fourth 
round pick from the Bills. 
"Philadelphia will 
now get Willhite," 
commenter)  
Paul Zimmerman of 
ESPN.  
The phone then rang
 again It was Denver again.
 
wanting to talk to Willhite. 
This time, 
lights, cameras and 
reporters  with 
notebooks followed him 
to the phone. It was 
another
 short 
conversation
 regarding the number 
and whether Willhite 
had secured 
the  services of an agent. 
After Buffalo 
picked  Tuttle and 
Philadelphia
 picked 
wide receiver Mike 
Quick  of North Carolina 
State,
 it was 
Denver's  turn again. The 
suspense  then reached its 
second peak. 
"The Denver Broncos pick 
running
 back Gerald 
Willhite
 of San Jose State," Rozelle 
announced.  
Willhite then 
broke  into a wide grin as applause
 broke 
out in the room.
 
"I'm glad it's over," Willhite said. 
''My heart's still 
beating. I'm very satisfied with Denver." 
A few minutes later, Grady 
Alderman  of the Broncos 
called to congratulate
 Willhite and make travel 
arrangements for him 
to fly to Denver immediately. 
Willhite 
then
 talked with reporters for a few 
minutes 
before leaving for his room to pack for the 
trip to Denver.  
"The world's spinning
 right now," Willhite stated. "I 
just want to get 
everything  in order in my life." 
A 
few minutes after Willhite left, all 
the reporters and 
cameramen had left. Life returned
 to normal in Lawrence 
Fan's apartment. 
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Wednesday.  April  
28.
 
1982
 
choices 
in 
two  
years  is 
pretty 
impressive."  
Willhite's  
selection
 by 
the  
Broncos
 
was  
correctly
 
predicted
 by 
former
 
Oakland 
Raiders
 
coach
 
John
 
Madden
 
and  
the
 San 
Jose
 
Mercury.
 He 
was 
also
 
rumored
 to 
be
 
coveted
 by 
the 
New  
York
 
Giants,
 
Buffalo
 
Bills  
and  
Cin-
cinnati 
Bengals.  
Willhite  
came
 to 
SJSU  
in 
the 
spring  
of 1980 
as a 
junior
 college
 
transfer  
from American
 
River 
Junior College near
 
Sacramento. He 
did not 
play high school football.
 
During
 
spring  
drills  
after  
his
 
arrival,
 
he
 suf-
fered  a 
knee 
injury  
which 
almost 
ended his
 career.
 
He 
bounced
 back 
after 
that 
injury,  
however,
 
and  
rushed  
for 
1,210  
yards  
and  
caught
 55 
passes  
the 
following
 
fall. 
Those
 
numbers
 
made 
him 
only 
the 
second  
player
 in 
the 
history
 of 
college  
football
 
to 
rush 
for  more 
than 
1,000  
yards
 and 
catch 
more 
than 
50 
passes
 in a 
season.
 
Stanford's
 
Nelson  
was 
the  
first. 
Last 
fall, 
Willhite  
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duplicated
 
the  
feat
 
by 
rushing
 
for  
1,159
 
yards  
and
 
catching
 
52 
passes
 
in 
SJSU's
 
first  
11 
games.
 
He
 
then
 
added
 
an
 
incredible
 
16 
receptions
 
in 
SJSU's
 
last
 
second
-loss
 to 
Toledo
 
in
 the
 
California
 
Bowl.
 
Willhite
 
was  
named
 
the  
Pacific
 
Coast
 
Athletic
 
Association's
 
Offensive
 
Player
 
of 
the 
Year  
for
 
both  
years
 
and
 
was 
honored
 
as
 
an 
All
-West
 
Coast
 
selection
 
as 
a 
senior.
 
Willhite,
 
who  
watched
 
the 
draft  
proceedings
 
with  
members
 
of
 
local  
media
 
at
 
the 
apartment  
of 
Sal/
 
sports 
information
 
director
 
Lawrence
 Fan, also 
hinted
 
that SJSU may 
have
 
its 
third 
straight
 
No. 
1 
first
 
round  draft 
pick next 
year. 
When 
Ohio 
State 
quarterback  Art  
Schlichter
 
was picked
 fourth
 
in 
the  
draft  
by 
the  
Baltimore
 
Colts,
 Willhite 
said.
 
"Clarkson
 is just as 
good
 
as 
he is." 
 
"Clarkson"  
is 
Stet. 
Clarkson,
 
SJSU's
 
startin,!
 
quarterback 
who  
will  
be 
available
 in 
next
 
year
 
draft. 
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What's more
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ring
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you  
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And  
remembernothing
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Lady
 
Spartan
 
golfers  take aim 
at
 Georgia 
By 
Stewart
 
Easersam  
Mart Gale,
 the 
Lady
 
Spartans'  golf coach, frowned a 
bttle as he looked
 over
 the 
April  14 NCAA 
computer  
rankings 
yesterday 
before
 SJSU's 
departure for the 
, Women's 
Southern  
htercollegiate
 in Georgia. His team 
was ranked 13th. 
Gale's frown didn't last long, 
however,  because he 
was
 
looking  at his 
"revised"  edition_
 Although
 tlw 
school's  
Sname
 was plainly 
printed
 on line 13, a few 
quick 
changes 
with
 his felt pen brought
 the Lady Spartans
 all the way up 
to the No. 
2 spot, right
 
behind
 New 
Mexico,
 bumping 
Texas Christian to No. 3. 
"To get below
 X0 
per round 
team 
average), that's 
pretty damn good," Gale said. The Lady 
Spartans,  with 
the help of 
Gale's felt pen and their consistent play, are 
unofficially ranked No. 2 in the nation with a 
300 average. 
New Mexico has 299. In the April 14 rankings, SJSU is the 
13th with a 
397 average. 
Though Gale's revised rankings don't include the 
STUDY LAW 
In San 
Francisco
 or San Jose 
Evening
 Classes 
Leading to L.L.B.
 - j.O. - 
State Bar 
Exam 
Pte -Legal
 
Studies  
* 2111 Masonic Owe, S.F., CA. 94118- (415) 221-1212 
1050 Park Awe, Si., CA. 95126 - (400) 29E13311 
other 
teams'
 most recent scores,
 Gale said a 300 average,
 
SJSU's 
best
-ever at this point in 
t/w season, would 
easily  
put his team 
in the top 
10.  
"It ( rankings)
 didn't give the 
true
 picture of Ilw 
present 
capabilities  of the teams," 
he said. Gale said his 
team
 has faced New Mexico six times
 since the beginning 
of 
the  school year, and has placed 
ahead of them five 
times, the Lady
 Spartans' only loss coning 
on
 Sept. 30 in 
the McGuire Invitational in New Mexico. 
Gale
 said the fact that New 
Mexico's
 Kris Monaghan, 
one 
of the top players in the 
country,
 is sidelined for the 
rest of the season because of torn 
knee
 ligaments,
 doesn't 
help New 
Mexico's plight any. 
But Gale said be 
doesn't
 care as much about SJSU's
 
ranking,  or New 
Mexico,
 as much as he does
 about 
Friday's three-day, 54-hole in Athens, Georgia. 
The
 
Southern
 
Intercollegiate,
 
played 
on the 
par 74 
C. 
UNCOLN 
UNIVERSITY - The Law
 School 
ai B0()K
 
COMPLETE 
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Athena
 is one
 of the biggest 
college 
tournaments
 of 
the year. The
 tournament
 will feature some
 of the 
top 
schools
 in the nation,
 including 
defending  
champion/host  
Georgia, 
which has 
won tlw 
tournament  the
 last three
 
years. 
Last
 year,
 tlw 
Georgia  
team 
broke  the
 
tournament
 
records
 for low
 team 
round 
with  a 296
 and low
 team 
total 
with
 a 913. 
Besides
 Georgia,
 the 
lady  
Spartans  
have  to 
contend  
with 
last 
year's  
national  
champion  
Florida 
State, 
No.  2 
Tulsa  and 
No.  6 North 
Carolina.
 
"If 
we
 finish 
third or 
higher,
 it will 
be a very
 good 
tournament
 for 
us,"  Gale 
said. 
"And
 if we 
win the 
tour-
nament, 
I know we will be 
the team to beat 
in the 
nationals.  We're going 
there  with the idea of 
winning." 
Gale said course
 knowledge is a big 
advantage.  He 
said the
 course, at 6,109 yards, is one 
of
 the longest 
courses SJSU has played this season. 
"It's 
(Athena
 course) 
fair,"  Gale said. "You hit 
a 
good shot arai you 
get  rewarded for it. If 
you get it
 
(the 
bell)
 in the
 right position, you 
can score 
well. If you 
gamble . . . that course is 
going  to eat you alive." 
Three of the five 
Lady  Spartans entered 
in this year's 
tournament played there 
last year, including Jab Inkster, 
SJSU's No. 1 player. 
-this is her ( Inkster's) favorite course," Gale said. 
"She's been looking toward to this course, this tour-
nament, all year." Inkster finished 10th in last
 year's 
tournament. 
If the Lady Spartans win the 
Georgia
 tournament this 
year, it won't be with the help of a pen, it'll
 be with their 
clubs - 
all  14 of them. 
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ATTENTION DORM DWELLERS! 
Where are you moving to affer 
finals1 It 
you're  
staying
 for
 
summer
 school, THETA CHI 
will have rooms available. 
512Srmo. call Bill or Rick 
11
 
27'
 
9679 
Rooms  for
 rent in 
Lampe  
Victorian
 
Howse Across from San Jose 
Slate 5100.00 and up Call Bob at 
330
 
1111
 or 2930422 
ROOM FOR RENT Student, non-
smoker.
 Prvcy 
nice home 
Evergreen.
 Call 2506252. 
ROOM FOR 
RENT Female All 
privileges
 Family living 
Rent  
Incl. PI. equal POO/month 
Call 
after a p.m. 44-0622. 
111. 7ST PARK APARTMENTS One-
two
 three bedrooms Pool
 
spa -
saunas
 ping pang 
exercise  
room 
billiard roorn 3200 Payne 
Avenue  4711 
1600  
STUDIO $275 
Furnished
 or 
urtfut  noshed for 
one
 person only 
This 
ad runs all semester 
because we 
almost
 always have 
a vacancy 
7951430
 
LOST
 AND FOUND 
BAD 
HABIT  Top 4 band 
available 
for 
weddings,
 parties,  
clubs.  etc 
Auditions upon 
request  Call 
7200165
 Stuart. or 251 11518 
Jamie. 
WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHY -15 
color 
prints,  
She,
 Photo album 
and
 negatives 
579500
 
cal 
Douglas Schwartz.  740
 
3710.
 
Photographing
 weddings
 tor
 
Over 10 yrs 
INVITATIONS FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS and
 all
 budgets
 
Calligraphy
 
and 
weddings
 our 
specialty
 
Call
 
invitations
 Ink, 
2043444
 for tree estimate
 
PROF
 MEN. WOMEN IN 
TERESTED
 IN home based bus 
oPP.
 in 
sales and map tor 
nutrinsetics a natural organic  
cosmetic Co. Call 355-3217 
Confidential Birth Coo   
Pregnancy Tests Abortion 
Planned
 
Parenthood
 257 
7536 or 
2110777 
FREE 
Pregnanacy Screening.
 
Abortion
 
ServIc111%.
 Oakland 
Feminist  
Wore-n's  
Stealth
 
Center 415 
444-5070, Or 
Everywoman's
 Clinic In 
Pleasant Hill 415 
825 
7900. 
WOMEN! Now much do you know 
about 
birth 
control)
 
Have
 
you
 
over heard of a Cervical Capi
 
Available at 3 Bay Area clinics. 
For intormation call 415 444
 
5676 
Or 
415 825 7900 
WEDDINGS -Marry homily In your 
LOST 
from Markham 
Hall: 
home or mine 
Or on location. No 
NylOn Ski locket, 
ten  with blue 
waiting Beautiful full service 
Nape,  green 
lining, zip 
oft 
525. 
Rev  
wright
 
733.4645.  
days 
shrives. 
REWARD'
 Call 
John
 at 
or 
anytime on 
weekends.  
mow 
SCIENCE, MAGIC,
 AND FRAUD 
evrlap, but can be 
distinguished  Knowing 
which
 is 
which and how they are used is a 
living skill Resource Ron 
Robertson H now evallable by 
appointment
 only for 
individuals  
or 
groups
 
Offices
 
near
 campus 
G C 
P R.V 2925665. 
PERSONALS 
You won't bale.* the 
deai  you can 
gel On ClUality
 downhill
 skiis 
boots
 and poles
 at Earth 
toys  
NOW  but when 
they're
 oone, 
they're
 
gone'
 Don't missend! 
TIM Ladies 
of 
Kappa
 Delta wish the 
beef Of luck 
to all the 
houses  
during  Greek Week! go Teams 
Teel 
  SIGMA
 GREEK WEEK 
"PINterY always
 
repeats
 
Itself."
 Geed Welt guys. I You ve 
always had If 4111.1 Pardusters 
KAPPA
 SIGMA 
STARDUSTERS
 
Congratuations  their 
newly  
inititafedsi
 1 
We lave 
you,  
You've 
Tried  
.1.-414..M-Atil-
 , 
you vi 
agonized over ROM's 
Cube 
now 
there's
 a whole new 
way  to 
kill 
time
 
ALL NIGHT
 
COMICS  
No I 
Comic  
Collectors
 
73 E 
Fernando
 
 ....... 
. 
SERVICES 
MONIQUE S etude 
tutoring 
in 
French converileflon  
Latin
- C o l l e g e
 
courses.
 Private 
end
 
group
 
awn. 1411 13111141. 
........
 . 
PROFESSIONAL
 RACQUET 
ST11  I NGI NG. Student discount 
rates.
 Pick
 
m
 
Sf10 
DelITITT
 
fest Service. Cell 906126.  
. 
. . _ 
SCHOOL OF   
ARTS, 
Lincoln Ave Spring camas in 
ballet.
 
all. 
esefellie, lap 
In -
0,v buIlzaal  
training.
 Per  
forming
 experience
 offered.  1613 
204 
OI1I'glsidIO. 
FREE
 DELIVEIWP-Ii2A-PIZZA
 
EXPRESS  216-7444
 Serves 
SJSU,Downtown  ares 10 mid 
night. 1 am Fri/Set Also 4360 
Steve1111  Creek 1246 
38931  
Checker:3K
 vi/10 
TRAVEL
 
SUMMER IN PERU Earn 
college
 
credit Visit the Amazon fee an 
Ince. Festival, art treasures in 
Lima and much more Call Dr. 
Hamilton Foreign
 Lang 
277 
2576 
NAIL 
SPAR TAN TRAY ..... I 
Economy
 
travel 
to tit your 
budget
 New York escape from 
$04100
 
Hawaii getaway 
trom 
$164 00 Discover Europe
 from 
120400
 Our student travel dept 
will  eSSist 
you
 
in making 
those 
dreams  come true free service 
on 
campus
 ticket delivery tree 
Call SEVEN SEAS TVL 241 
7733  
STUDENT
 
TRAVEL we are 
Travel
 
agents  who specialize in 
Student
 and 
Budget
 
Travel..CHAR TER FLIGHTS 
TO EUROPE .SPECIAL 
STUDENT 
RATES TO 
AUSTRALIA I NEW 
ZEALANC.C.ISRAEL.ASIA_AF R I 
CA.MEXICO_HAWAII_USA .111 
lernational
 Student 
Identity 
card Youth Hostel Pass Email 
Passes. Britrall Passes 
.Camp
 
ing, Hotel 
I Adventure 
Tours. Groups I Clubs Work
 
abroad 
prog  
Isturlents  only). 
Inter European student 
flights
 Car rental
 I 
leases. Insurance Our service 
cost  you nothing extra
 
..We area 
full service 
Travel 
Agency...Trip 
I 
Travel Planning 
Co 
.10)
 W. San Carlos St. (next 
to 
public  
Library)  San Jose, CA. 
95113 (4081 792 1613 ..Hours: 
Mon Fri 9.5/Sat. I Sun. Call 374-
1570 112-51, 
CRUISES  EXOTIC RESORTS, 
SAILING EXPEDITIONS!
 
Needed Sports inormtors, 
office personnel. counselors. 
Europe. 
Carribean.  worldwide! 
Summer Career Send 1195 
plus
 St handling for AP-
PLICATION,  OPENINGS. 
GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD, 20, 
2535
 Watt Ave., P O. Box 60129 
Sacramento. CA 951140. 
AMSTERDAM
 UN ow, SIN rt; 
Paris 54100w.  Veer?: 
FRANKFURT $769rt;
 HONG 
KONG 12990w, 
$599rt.  
AUSTRALIA I NEW ZEALAND 
54910w Plus 
St ID's, 
Railpasses, Tours. Youth Hostel 
passes and more Call or come 
in CIE E 312 Slitter
 St
 no 407 SF 
94108 01 
3473 
TYPING 
FULL 
SERVICE 
WORD 
PROCESSING
 AND 
TYPING 
TECH
 Manual
 
preparation
 
front rough 
draft
 to 
camera  
ready No 
job fa°
 big
 
14081 370 
2607.
 
TYPING--TMsis,
 
Term  
Papers--,
 
etc., 
Experienced  and
 Fast, 
Reasonable
 Rates. 
Phone liff 
NU. 
-NOT TOO 
SNAPPY" 
Say  -n;1' 
Customers.  Try 
me 2114355. 
After 2, Thenkel
 
CAMBRIAN,LOS
 GATOS  
Dependable
 
Typist  
All  
formate,.  
IBM Correcting 
Selectric  III 
Double
 Spaced
 Page From  11. 
Resumes
 from 50 
Call Pat
 at
 
356 7045 
I TYPE term papers, theses, 
reports,  resumes,  kW. and 
repetitive 
letters. camera ready 
copy IBM 
wiectrk
 w/mernory. 
Joye
 
206
 
1029
 
Relke's Typist, Svc.. Sunnyvale 
Selectric II. Fast,  Accurate 
Correct Spelling errors! Per 
pageor  hourly cost. 738-4558. 
PHIMISMOrd
 
PenCeleing
 
Experienced technical, thesis, 
Term paper I Dissertations Use 
equip which can also do 
repetitious 
itrs
 Etc
 Jan
 
VIP 
743 
Esc quality
 typing
 
by a professional. 
Reasonable rates774 1WS 
WILLOW GLEN/ALMADE-111-
Quality typing 1
 1601111. 
Ex-
perienced I versatile. Wrd.proe. 
Avail, lam to gpm. Cell Marcia 
2444411. 
LOS GATOS/ACC.
 Prot Typist. 
Thesis Exp. IBM w/inemary.  
repestyin
 
ItscVsernaols  
Call 
Rene Iran 166 at 3069214. 
51.50/pg.  dbl. Mead pkil. 
TONY'S TYPING THAT'S TOPS 
experienced
 
MOHO
 
for
 
Mat  
papers Santa Clara Area 2116-
747 
SUNNYVALE/VALLCO,  
MARCIE'S 
TYPING  IBM 
Selectric
 Ill Prompt,
 seal, 
accurate. 
Reasonable rates. 739 
0715. 
QUALITY 
TYPING. Anything
 
typed. APA format on request. 
IBM corr. 'elec. 
Ill. 
Located 
near Tully Rd. and 
Saler.  
n44'r/y.990-5215-
TYING111.2S/pg. Done 
by 
experienced
 typist on 
IBM 
Correcting Selectric 
Will check 
spelling 
and punctuatiOn 
Call 
anytime  before
 
1017.m.  203
 0365 
TYPING: WILLOW 
GLEN:  Double 
spaced from SI 00,pg , 
resumes  
from  55.00. also 
business typing
 
Ilse. NTS247, 
after  1 p.m. 
TYPING done 
In my 
home 
SUIVIYVate
 
Area 
Call 
Lynn  
at
 
731-1914.
 
PROFESSIONAL
 
TYPIST  
Resumes,
 theses,
 reports 
produced 
on
 Word Process
 x 
All
 Formats 
$1
 
50
 
per double 
spaced paoe.
 pane. 
923-3901 
TYPING -Neat
 and 
accurate,
 
reasonable 
rates  located In 
So.
 
Son Jose. 
Ask  for Lori 
at
 211 
OW. 
 
 
Slows
 
 alines
 
 
it 
Stine'
 
110nes 
 
 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three lines on one day
 
One
 
Day 
11210
 
5350 
{4.20
 
0450 
Two 
Days 
$3 50 
$420
 
ill 90 
$500
 
Each 
additional  
line  add 
70 
Three 
Da) s 
6.5 
152 
$405
 
$523
 
116  
Four 
Des, 
5405 
14 
75
 
45 
$025 
Five
 
Day s 
$420  
$410 
$510
 
$030 
Semester  
Rates
 All 
Issues,
 
Slines43000
 
 !Olives $45 00 
 15 lines
 160 06 
Phone 277-3175 
Circle a 
Classification  
Announcements  
Help Panted
 
Automotive 
Housing
 
For Sale 
Lost
 
& 
Fourd  
Personals
 
Services 
Stereo  
Each 
Extra 
Day 
.70 
$70
 
$70
 
I 70 
Travel
 
JANE'S 
PROF-  ESSIONAL TYPING
 
SERVICE...Accurate.
 high 
Malay,  
deadlines  
guaranteed. 
Reports, 
theses, 
resumes,
 
T/Pititch
 
Paws,
 
en,  Wart 
perlortned a, 
IBM Selectric 
Copy service 
available  with 
nominal 
fee. Herr is 
to another 
smashing 
semester!  Call 251
 
5942 
EASYTYPE 
TYPING
 
SERVICE
 
term 
papers. theses,
 resumes, 
letters 2100417
 Word 
Proc. 
Available.
 
TYPING 
accuracy.
 neatness. 
deadlines
 guaranteed. Exp. 
In
 
lenses, reports. dissertations. 
App. SJSU Grad 
Stud IBM 
Selectric
 ii. So. San 
Jose/Blossom 
Valley. Janet 721 
9523. 
ACCURATE
 TYPING fast. 
dependable. conscientious 
Available 
7 days a week IBM 
Elertronn /369910 
SUE'S  
RESUMES,
 term 
papers. 
theses,
 mss last.
 accurate. 
since 1970 
IBM corr selec 
361 
S. Monroe St. 4 (Hwy.
 17 and 
Shen Creek)
 246 0636 or 
6798913 
TYPING 
BY A 
PROFESSIONAL
 70 
year.  
experience.
 Neat.
 ac 
curate.  All 
formats  
Theses,
 
resumes, 
reports,  
dissertations.
 
Deadlines
 
guaranteed
 So San 
Jose. 
Call k athie
 at 
5151211- 
EXPERIENCED  SECRETARY, 
REPORTS
 RESUMES, 
THESES.
 ETC. Accurate 
IBM. 
professional Quality! Low Cast! 
Guaranteed! Pam. 247 2681. 
Evenings/Weekends
 (Santa 
Clara) 
 
PROMPT. 
PRECISE.  
PROFESSIONAL. typing 
performed 
on my IBM 
correcting &Nedra II. 
WIde  
valtabl
 
ot
 
hileffiles
 hlem
 
710/101
 7754214.  
SANTA 
CLARA  SECRETARIAL 
SERVICE  (corner of Scott end
 
Benton) Handling 
oducatIonal. 
personal 
and your 
business 
typing needs 
lain WM. 
1481247 SW, 
TYPING Fast 
and Accurate. 4.25  
par page No resumes. Call
 
Linda in 
Sunnyvale  at
 OLP 730 
5857. 
_ 
AUTOMOTIVE 
FOR 
SALE: 1976 
B210 Dentin 
4*. 
clot iond New 
tires.
 
vondbeeff.
 
13100or ho Ph 7,1 0961 
FOR SALE vw Bug -wr 
Reheat  
Eno,  
completely  rewired, new 
clutch/brakes  
Needs
 
body
 
Work.5700/otter
 
14151373
 7132 
eves 
Surplus Jeeps, cars
 and trucks 
available Many sell 
for  under 
1700 Call 312 747 110 ext 811S 
For information
 on now to 
purchase
 
STEREO 
ALL THE BEST FOR 
LESS!  Audio 
Enterprises.
 SJSU's complete 
consumer
 electronics  
buying  
service, 
features
 the finest in 
audio, video,
 and computers el 
cost 
plus Adam calibration 
and  
consulting by 
appt For 
prices/info/orders
 call 755 SPO, 
ask 
for KEN 
 
 
64100
  
 
be
 
 
 
 
.4'14" 
As- 0 
te.0 
444 
G3ie 
 a 
. 43. 
 
 
Print Your Ad 
Here:  
!Count 
approximately  30 letters and spaces for each tine 1 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / 
/ / / / 
/ / / / / / / 
Print 
name
 
Address
 
Cit) 
Enclosed is{ 
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO: 
SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State
 Univgralty
 
San  Jose,
 
California 
100 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 
/ / 
/ / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / 
Phone 
For 
Classified
 
Desk
 I 
Awated  outside
 JO 
Days , 
el
 
v,...dnesday.
 
April 28. 
1982 
GREAT
 
3
-WAY 
SPEAKER
 
SYSTEM
 
(Model
 
995) 
PRICE
 
WAR!
 
INCREDIBLE!!
 
BUT
 
IT'S
 
TRUE!!!  
Y9
 
-nn,  
have
 
your
 
choice  of 
ANY 
ONE  OF 
THE BRANDS of 
receivers
 
shown  
below,
 for only 
for a 
or a 
or a 
or a 
or
 
an 
or a 
or a 
or a 
or an 
[that's
 
right,
 only 
one 
dollar], 
MARANTZ 
PIONEER 
SONY
 
TECHNICS 
AKAI
 
KEN 
WOOD
 
JVC 
YAMAHA 
ONKYO 
Receiver,
 
Receiver,
 
Receiver,
 
Receiver,
 
Receiver,  
Receiver,
 
Receiver,
 
Receiver,
 
Receiver,
 
with the 
purchase
 of one 
pair 
of the 
speakers  
shown
 
above, 
at
 the prices shown 
above  
of '149 per speaker.
 
(LIMIT: ONE RECEIVER 
PER CUSTOMER!) 
With 
Sound
 
Quality
 So 
Fantastic
 You
 
Won't  
Believe
 
Your
 
Ears!  
Giant size 
cabinets  give rich 
resonant
 
sound to fill  
even
 the 
largest
 room. 
$149
 
each 
[$298  
for
 the par]. 
Although
 
these
 orwaroisamissamlitm.
 
speaker
 
systems
 are 
rather
 large for 
the 
average
 room,
 their 
beautiful
 
walnut
 
grain 
color 
blends 
well
 with 
any  
decor.
 
These
 
speakers
 are 
one of 
Marantz's
 
exceptionally
 
good 
values.  
They are not simply 
a "good
 
speaker";
 thay
 are 
exceptionally
 
High
 
Quality
 
speakers  
that
 produce far 
better  
sound than
 
many
 other 
brands
 of speakers 
on 
the 
market.  
SO 
POWERFUL
 THEY 
CAN  
BE
 
USED 
WITH  
THE
 
MAJORITY
 
OF 
RECEIVERS
 ON 
THE  
MARKET
 
5 
YEAR
 
SERVICE POLICY
 
INCLUDED FREEIII 
FOR 
EXAMPLE
 
This
 
Marantz
 Model 
SR3100
 
has 
a sizzling 
powerful
 2 
channel  
total
 
of:  
88 
WATTS  
RMSI!!
 
LOUDNESS 
DUAL 
SPEAKER
 
CONTROL
 
TAPE
 
MUTING
 
AM 
FM
 STEREO 
MONITOR  
POWER 
LED 
READ-OUT 
METERS 
SIGNAL STRENGTH METER 
BASS
 
MIDRANGE  TREBLE 
DUAL VyATTAGE
 METERS 
TUNING 
METE. 
GYRO
 
Y TOUCH
 TUNING 
VOLUME
 
BALANCE 
FUNCTION
 SELECTOR 
Go to any
 other
 stereo store
 
in the city and ask 
if they
 will sell you
 
this
 same 
receiver,  
(brand  
new), 
for less 
than
 the 
manufacturer's
 list 
price  
of 
$350.00.  
But now, it's yours 
for 
only 
ONE 
DOLLAR  
when you buy 
one  
pair of the 
speaker 
systems
 shown above, 
at the
 price 
advertised
 above 
The 
SPEAKERS
 
are  
$149
 each, for
 a 
total  of $298 
for the 
PAIR. 
Thus, 
your
 complete 
cost
 for the two 
speaker
 systems
 AND 
the 
receiver comes to a total
 of 
$299.  
ALL of the
 advertised 
receivers
 and 
speakers are 
BRAND
 NEW, in 
FACTORY
 
SEALED
 
CARTONS. 
They  are 
NOT  
used;
 they are NOT factory
 seconds, they are 
NOT 
scratched
 
or blemished. They
 are 
ALL  
BRAND
 NEW. In 
many instances 
they are among
 
the 
NEWEST MODELS 
AVAILABLE,
 in each 
brand. 
MORE 
GOOD
 
NEWS!!!
 
If you
 prefer
 OTHER 
BRANDS 
OF
 
SPEAKERS,  we  also have many 
other  
brands  with the 
receivers
 
available  for $1 with 
speakers purchase. 
Thus,
 you can purchase 
selected
 
models  of LINEAR
 SOUND, SONIC, SOUND
 
TEC,
 
JBL 
902, etc. 
in
 
various
 price 
ranges;
 
and  still 
get 
a wide
 choice 
of 
recievers 
for  $1. 
Limit: one receiver per 
customer!
 
In some 
brands,
 we 
have 8 
choice Of different
 
models
 
available  Supplies
 
of some 
Models
 are 
limited 
so 
hurry
 
in
 
for
 
best 
seiection
 
The wattage
 ratings
 shown 
above  
are for 
both  
channels
 combined.*THE  
WATTAGE
 
FOR 
EACH  
CHANNEL
 IS 44 WATTS
 PER 
CHANNEL  INTO
 FOUR 
OHMS 
MINIMUM 
CONTINOUS
 
POWER
 OUTPUT FROM 
20 
Hz to 20,000
 
Hz
 
WITH
 
LESS  THAN  
0.1%
 
TOTAL
 HARMONIC
 
DISTORTION.
 More 
power 
than  
you'll  
probably
 ever 
need!!!
 
2 
GREAT
 
STORES
 TO 
SERVE
 YOU! 
I Each store
 in 
dependently
 owned
 and operated
 
San 
Jose - 
Santa 
Clara 
Area:  
Mt.  
View  
- Sunnyvale
 
Area:
 
STEREO
 
DISCOUNT
 
STEREO 
DISCOUNT 
CENTERS,
 
INC.
 
CITY,
 
INC.
 
1795
 
W.
 
San
 
Carlos  Ave., 
San  
Jose292-3904
 
1621
 El 
Camino
 
Real,  
Mt.  View.969-4221
 
Opt 11 I I an) 
7 pm 
Nina thru Fri.I0 am -6
 pm 
Sat.(  Sunda 
()pen
 
II
 
am
 
-7 
pm 
Mon. thru Fri.
 10 
am 
- 6 pm 
SalClosed  Sunday 
d I 
6 
IP 
t` 
